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Blogs are an influential social media platform and a powerful marketing tool (Hsu 
& Tsou, 2011).  A corporate fashion blog is an online product community.  Online 
product communities established by retailers enable customers to interact with the 
company as well as amongst themselves (Nambisan & Watt, 2011). Online communities 
are a social space wherein relationships and ties are formed among the members and a 
common set of values and norms are established and shared (Nambisan & Watt, 2011).   
The objective of this study was threefold.  First it explored what factors shape 
readers’ intention to browse products on blogs.  Based on a literature review, three 
utilitarian motivations (convenience, information availability, product selection) and 
three hedonic motivations (trend discovery, socialization, adventure) were selected.  
Second, the impact that utilitarian and hedonic motivations have on triggering reader 
intention to browse products on blogs.  This study aimed to determine if blog readers’ are 
inclined to browse for products based on utilitarian motivation, hedonic motivation, or 
both.  The final purpose was to examine if intention to browse products influences 
purchase and word of mouth intentions.   
Respondents (N=160) were college students at a Midwestern University.  
Multiple regression was used to test the proposed hypotheses.  Except for the 
 
 
 
 
relationships between hedonic motivation and adventure and trend discovery 
respectively, all other relationships were found to be significant.  Outcomes indicate that 
specific aspects trigger utilitarian motivations (convenience, product selection, 
information availability) and hedonic motivation (adventure) to browse products on 
blogs.  Utilitarian motivation was the strongest determinant for browsing.  Browsing is 
significantly and positively linked to purchasing intention and word of mouth intention. 
This study is valuable to researchers and marketers regarding online customer 
experience and fashion blogs.  There is a lack of research that explores consumerism in 
conjunction with blogging.  Very few quantitative studies have examined the contributing 
factors to user adoption of corporate social media sites (Mikalef, Giannakos, & Pateli, 
2012).  There remains a need to understand how consumers experience corporate fashion 
blogs.     
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
 
Consumers are digitally empowered and becoming increasingly savvy in their 
purchasing (Hinshaw, 2012).  Likewise, businesses have the ability to operate in a 
smarter and better informed manner than ever before due to technology (Hinshaw, 2012).  
With digital empowerment on both sides of the coin, the consumer-seller relationship is 
continually changing.  According to Hinshaw (2012), “This power has also radically 
changed customer expectations, driving demand for better, more innovative and 
personalized products, services and experiences.”  When shopping online or in brick and 
mortar stores consumers seek experiences that are tailored to their unique wants and 
needs.  Creating a superior customer experience is a central goal in today’s retailing 
environments (Verhoef, Lemon, Parasuraman, Roggeveen, Tsiros, & Schlesinger, 2009).  
Retailers around the globe are embracing the concept of customer experience and 
incorporating it into their mission statements (Verhoef et al., 2009).   
Customer experience is a holistic concept that is composed of numerous 
constructs (Klaus & Maklan, 2012).  A conceptual model of customer experience was 
created by Verhoef, et al., (2009) that identified eight customer experience constructs:  
(1) Social environment, (2) Service interface, (3) Retail atmosphere, (4) Assortment, (5) 
Price, (6) Retail brand, (7) Customer experience in alternative channels, and (8) Previous 
experience with the brand.  In today’s retail world, experience is not limited to brick and 
mortar stores but extends to the online domain.  The seventh construct of Verhoef et al. 
(2009), customer experience in alternative channels, is of specific interest.  Blogging is a 
platform in which consumers can experience a brand.  Corporate blogs are a notable 
online platform in which companies can create an experience for their customers.  
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According to JupiterResearch (2008), blogs play a positive and more significant role in 
the processing of ad messages, purchase intentions, creating conversations, and providing 
a trusted resource that influences purchase decisions than social networks.   
The blogosphere is in a constant state of change and evolution.  According to 
Technorati Media(2011), an Internet search engine for blogs, bloggers are updating their 
blogs more frequently and spending more time blogging than ever before.   The type of 
information influencing blogging has changed from conversations with friends to 
conversations about other blogs (Technorati Media, 2011).  Blogs are often overlooked as 
sources of online buzz or electronic word of mouth in comparison to social networking 
sites.  However, consumer interest in blogs is on the rise (Nielsen/McKinsey, 2012).  By 
the end of 2011, NM Incite, tracked over 181 million blogs globally.  This figure has 
significantly increased from 2006 in which 36 million blogs were tracked 
(Nielsen/McKinsey, 2012). 
The term blog comes from the contraction of the two words “web” and “log” 
(Walker Rettberg, 2007).  Evan Williams, the co-founder of Blogger, Pyra Labs, and 
Twitter, is credited with inventing the term “blogger” and popularizing the term “blog” 
(Baker, 2008; Frier, 2013).  Blogs are a product of the Web and their origins can be 
traced back to when the Web was born (Walker Rettberg, 2007).  The topics of blogging 
cover every area of interest.  Technorati has nine categories of blogs:  Entertainment, 
Business, Sports, Politics, Autos, Sports, Living, Green, and Science (Technorati, 2014).  
Under each category are a number of sub categories.  Perhaps one of the most widely 
known subcategories of blogging is fashion.  Fashion blogs have become key players in 
the field of fashion (Rocamora, 2011).  Fashion blogs are an example of the web 
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phenomenon to be explained according to researchers McQuarrie, Miller, and Phillips 
(2013).   
Tavi Gevinson, from Illinois, was one of the first fashion bloggers “to grab the 
megaphone” and represents the rise in popularity of fashion blogs (McQuarrie et al., 
2013).  Gevinson started her fashion blog, Style Rookie, in 2008.  She featured artistic 
photos of her then 11-year old self wearing cutting-edge outfits and provided 
sophisticated commentary on fashion trends.  She drew nearly 30,000 viewers per day 
(Twohey, 2010).  This popularity among blog readers propelled her to a front row seat at 
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week upsetting the traditional fashion elite (Wilson, 2009).  
Wilson (2009) captured the rise of bloggers, “Fashion bloggers have ascended from the 
nosebleed seats to the front row with such alacrity that a long-held social code among 
editors, one that prizes position and experience above outward displays of ambition or 
enjoyment, has practically been obliterated.”  Constance White an executive at eBay told 
Women’s Wear Daily, “The impact [blogs are] having is the idea that the whole 
population is taking control and ownership of fashion” (Corcoran, 2006). 
Gevinson’s rise is significant because it allowed her to provide fashion week 
information to her followers (blog readers) more quickly than traditional fashion media 
outlets could (e.g. Vogue, Harpars Bazaar, and Women’s Wear Daily).  A blogger’s 
ability to report on an event and update readers quickly on a frequent basis lends itself 
particularly well to the constant desire for new information that key events, such as 
Mercedes Benz Fashion Week, generates (Rocamora, 2011).  Not only could independent 
fashion bloggers now deliver information more quickly, but the presence of a 
“commentary” section (a place for readers to remark about the posts) allowed readers to 
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join in the discussion.  The commentary section constitutes an important platform for 
dialogue and communion around such events as fashion week (Rocamora, 2011).   
Blogs have become one of the most popular online activities and a highly 
influential medium (Hsu & Tsu, 2011).  Blogs are expected to change regularly and that 
is their defining feature (Walker Rettberg, 2007).  To remain relevant and reach 
consumers just as quickly as independent fashion bloggers, traditional fashion media 
outlets and fashion brands have created corporate blogs.  With the use of blogs, fashion 
companies have the opportunity to reach more consumers than ever before (McQuarrie et 
al., 2012).    
Corporate fashion brands have discovered that blogs are a new marketing power 
and vehicle in which to extend the customer experience (Hsu & Tsou, 2011).  Blogs are 
effective for searching for information, sharing diaries, completing business deals, and 
allowing consumers to collectively comment on issues regarding products and services.  
Firms can learn much through direct interaction with customers on a blogs space (Wright 
& Hinson, 2008).  This has compelled online service providers to designate employees to 
monitor the blogosphere for what is being written about their services and products 
(Lululemon, 2014).  According to Rosenbloom (2004), companies aggressively exploit 
blogs to build or maintain relationships with customers because blogs have become a 
“new form of mainstream communication” (p. 31).  
Mikalef, Giannokos, and Pateli (2012) are among the first researchers to study 
and identify contributing factors to user adoption of company-hosted social media 
websites.  The purpose of the study was to define the aspects of social media that impact 
user intention to browse products or services and to examine the relationship between 
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browsing and the intention to purchase and word of mouth behavior.  The researchers 
asked what are the critical aspects of social media websites that facilitate product 
browsing by users and how does this affect the intention to pass on information?  An 
electronic survey was used to measure utilitarian and hedonic motivation constructs, 
impact that motivations have on purchase, and information sharing intentions.  The 
analysis indicated that utilitarian and hedonic motivations had a positive impact on user 
intention to browse products on social media platforms.  Utilitarian motivations proved to 
be the most valuable in explaining browsing.  The engagement of social media users to 
browse impacted both purchase and sharing intention.   
The study by Mikalef et al. (2012) offers a broad perspective on social media.  
Hsu and Tsou fostered this vein of research by focusing on corporate blogs.  Hsu and 
Tsou (2011) proposed a theoretical framework that delineated the relationship among 
information credibility, customer experiences, and purchase intention in the blog 
environment.  Hsu and Tsou analyzed the relationship between customer experience and 
information credibility and purchase intention.  The research was conducted with readers 
of a corporate convenience store blog.  It was found that a higher degree of information 
credibility resulted in better customer experiences.  Customer experiences had a strong 
association with purchase intention.  Greater involvement with the blog significantly 
increased the effects of customer experiences on purchase intention.  The results 
indicated that information credibility is critical for facilitating customer experiences, 
which, in turn is necessary to enhance purchase intention.   
Purpose of the Study.  The purpose of this study was threefold.  First it sought to 
explore what factors shape user (reader) intention to browse products on blogs.  These 
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aspects were derived from utilitarian and hedonic motivation theory literature.  The 
utilitarian motivations that were explored were convenience, information availability, and 
product selection.  The hedonic motivations explored were trend discovery, socializing, 
and adventure.  Second, this study examined the impact that perceived utilitarian and 
hedonic motivation has on triggering reader intention to browse products on blogs.  This 
study aimed to determine if blog readers are inclined to browse for products based on 
utilitarian, hedonic motivation, or both.  The shopping process is conceptualized as a 
sequential series of behaviors, along with the underlying motivations which lead to the 
purchase of an item (Tauber, 1972).   The end use of a product may motivate consumers 
to search and buy products (Mikalef, et al., 2012).  Additional factors, such as socializing, 
satisfaction of the new purchase or simply wasting time have a profound impact on 
intention to purchase (Tauber, 1972).  The core of Tauber’s (1972) findings was that 
people not only shop for the usability gained from the purchased product, but also for the 
satisfaction perceived in the process of shopping.  It is critical to define the contributing 
factors that lead to product browsing for the social media platform of blogging.  
 The final purpose was to examine the relationship between intention to browse 
products via blogs and purchase intentions and/or sharing product or brand information 
(word of mouth) with friends, family, and acquaintances.  Intention to purchase and 
information sharing are critical aspects for companies that are skeptical as to the value of 
a corporate blog.  Therefore, the purpose of this research was to define the critical 
utilitarian and hedonic motivations of corporate fashion blogs that facilitate product 
browsing and how this affects the consumers’ intention to purchase and pass on 
information (word of mouth). 
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Significance of the Study.  This study is valuable to academic researchers and 
retailers regarding customer experience and corporate fashion blogs.  Academic literature 
in this area remains scarce.  There is a lack of research that explores consumerism in 
conjunction with corporate blogging.  Specifically, there are few quantitative studies that 
examine the contributing factors to user adoption of company hosted social media sites 
(Mikalef et al., 2013).  Research on blogging has predominately focused on bloggers’ 
motivation for writing, social networking effects, identity construction, and rise in 
popularity of the personal fashion blogger (Huan, Chou, & Lin, 2008; Thorson & Rodger, 
2006; Rocamora, 2011; McQarrie et al., 2012; Chittenden, 2010; Pham,  2011; Schau et 
al., 2003).  This previous research almost exclusively focuses on the writers of blogs and 
does not consider the influence blogs have on readers (Huan et al., 2008).  With only a 
small number of quantitative studies targeting blogging and purchase intention, there 
remains a need to understand how consumers experience corporate fashion blogs.     
Findings from qualitative studies show that consumers are willing to transact 
commerce over social media websites which justifies the movement of many firms to go 
social and specifically to have a company hosted blog (Anderson, Price, & Brusa, 2010).  
This finding alone does not provide guidelines as to how the readership base of a blog 
can be turned into profits for a company.  The majority of research articles on this subject 
have been based either on expert opinions or on small scale qualitative studies (Kaplan & 
Haenlein, 2010).  This research is significant because it pinpoints key aspects of business 
to customer interactions on corporate fashion blogs. 
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Definition of Terms 
 
Customer Experience.  Originates from a set of interactions between a customer and a 
product, a company, or part of its organization, which provokes a reaction (Gentile, 
Spiller, & Noci, 2007).  It includes the search, purchase, consumption, and after-sale 
phases of purchase and may involve multiple retail channels (Verhoef et al, 2009). 
Blog.  A web page that contains regularly posted inlays that are achieved and arranged in 
reversed chronological order (Wright & Hinson, 2008).  This can include anything from 
an online diary to a more interactive page (Walker Rettberg, 2007;). 
Blogging.  When people either read and/or write in a blog (Walker Rettberg, 2007). 
Blog Post.  An inlay in a blog, this could be either in form of a comment or original post 
itself (Andersson et al., 2007; Walker Rettberg, 2007). 
Bloggers.  Individuals who read or write in blogs.  They can be paid professionals or 
ordinary people (Andersson et al., 2007; Walker Rettberg, 2007). 
Blogosphere.  The community of blogs, bloggers, and blog posts (Wright & Hinson, 
2008; Walker Rettberg, 2007). 
Corporote Fashion Blog.  This serves as the voice of a fashion institution whether it is a 
magazine, a brand, or a store (Rocamora, 2011). 
Product Browsing.  The examination of products or services for recreational or 
informational purposes without a current intent to buy.  It is both a form of leisure 
activity and an external search behavior (Bloch & Richins, 1983). 
Purchase Intention.  Is the likelihood that a customer will buy a particular product or 
service (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975; Dodds, Monroe, & Grewal, 1991; Schiffman & Kanuk, 
2000). 
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Utilitarian Shopping Value.  Refers to the acquisition of products and/or information in 
an efficient manner and can be viewed as reflecting a more task oriented, cognitive, and 
non-emotional outcome of shopping (Babin, Darden, & Griffin, 1994; Holbrook & 
Hirschman, 1982). 
Hedonic Shopping Value.  Reflects the value received from the multisensory, fantasy, 
and emotive aspects of the shopping experience (Babin et al., 1994; Holbrook & 
Hirschman, 1982). 
Word of Mouth (WOM).  Is the influence of someone’s informal opinion about 
products and brands derived from consumption experiences (Sen and Lerman, 2007). 
Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM).  Phrases or comments (positive or negative) 
launched on the Internet by potential, current, or returning consumers on a product or 
company (Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, Walks, & Gremler, 2004). 
Convenience.  The degree of convenience that blogs offer for product browsing (Burke, 
1997; To et al., 2007; Mikalef et al., 2013). 
Information Availability.  The amount of available information regarding products or 
services available on blogs (To et al., 2007; Mikalef et al., 2013; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 
2007; Feather, 2001). 
Product Selection.  The selection of products found on a blog (Burke, 1997; Han & Han, 
2001; To et al., 2007; Feather, 2001; Mikalef et al., 2013). 
Trend Discovery.  The effectiveness of blogs in providing the latest information about 
new trends and fashions (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; To et al., 2007; Mikalef et al., 2013). 
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Socializing.  The ability to engage in a conversation with fellow peers during the 
browsing of products on blogs (Woflinbarger & Gilly, 2001; Mikalef et al., 2013; 
Dawon, Bloch, & Ridway, 1990; To et al., 2007). 
Adventure.  The degree to which a blog provides a novel and interesting browsing 
experience for users.  The sense of excitement that one finds from browsing products on 
blogs (Westbrook & Black, 1985; Sherry, 1990; To et al., 2007; Mikalef et al., 2013). 
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Chapter 2:  Literature Review and Hypotheses 
 
A review of the academic literature provided a theoretical framework for this 
study.  The literature review is organized as follows:  customer experience with online 
environments; experience in blogging environments; shopping motivation; utilitarian and 
hedonic motivations are defined; product browsing; purchase intention; and word of 
mouth behavior.  The hypotheses are located at the conclusion of each related literature 
review section.  At the conclusion of this chapter a theoretical model for the present study 
is presented.   
Theoretical Framework 
 
Experience with Online Environments.  Customer experience is defined as the 
customer’s cognitive and affective assessment of all direct and indirect encounters with a 
retail firm relating to purchasing behavior (Klaus & Maklan, 2012).  The customer 
experience originates from a set of interactions between a customer and a product, a 
company, or part of its organization, which provoke a reaction (Gentile, et al., 2007).  
The experience is strictly personal and implies the customer’s involvement at different 
levels (rational, emotional, sensorial, physical, and spiritual) (Gentile et al, 2007).  The 
experience is created not only by those elements which the retailer can control but also by 
elements that are outside of the retailer’s control.  Additionally, it includes the search, 
purchase, consumption, and after-sale phases of the experience and may involve multiple 
retail channels (Verhoef et al, 2009).  Verhoef et al., (2009) pinpointed that the customer 
experience involves multiple channels including online. 
Online product communities have become an integral part of the Web-based 
initiatives of many companies (Nambisan & Watt, 2011).  Product communities 
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established online by retailers enable customers to interact with the company as well as 
among themselves (Nambisan & Watt, 2011). Online communities are a social space 
wherein relationships and ties are formed among the members and a common set of 
values and norms are established and shared (Nambisan & Watt, 2011).  Whenever 
people interact with one another, there is a potential for positive or negative experiences 
(Simmel and Hughes, 1949).  In the computer-mediated communication literature, 
“sociability” is defined as “the perceived support the online environment provides for or 
the extent to which it facilitates the emergence of a social space” (Kreijns et al., 2004).  It 
is significant to note that this definition does not reflect technological features or other 
aspects of the online environment.  Instead the definition of sociability reflects how well 
the community members and their activities or interactions shape the sociability potential 
of the online environment for other members (Kreijns et al., 2004, Nie, 2001, Nambisan 
& Watt, 2011).  Studies have indicated considerable significance of sociability in the 
context of online communities (Nambisan & Watt, 2011).  Preece (2000) proposed that 
sociability in an online community can be improved by clarifying the purpose of the 
community, having good social policies implemented, and by explicitly promoting 
member participation. 
Research has been focused predominately on consumers’ experiences in 
interacting with the Web and online shopping and retail experience.  Namibsan and Watt 
(2011) reached beyond the “Web Experience” to develop a comprehensive view of 
customers’ online community experience.  The objective of their research was to 
conceptualize and develop a new construct, Online Community Experience (OCE).  OCE 
is defined as the overall experience a customer derives from his/her interactions in an 
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online community (Namibsan & Watt, 2011).  OCE focuses on measuring members’ 
experiences in online communities and examines its impact on organizations that offer 
such online communities.   
Namibsan and Watt (2011) collected data from the customers of four different 
firm-hosted online product communities (IBM’s Lotus Notes online forum, Adobe’s 
Dreamweaver online forum, and Microsoft’s Office Suite online forum).  The research 
model proposed that a customer’s experience in an online product community was 
comprised of four dimensions:  Pragmatic dimension (utilitarian), Hedonic dimension, 
Sociability dimension, and Usability dimension.  Namibsan and Watt hypothesized that 
these four dimensions of OCE would have an impact on customer attitudes towards the 
product and the company and the customers’ perceptions regarding the overall service 
quality of the company. 
The four dimensions (pragmatic, hedonic, sociability, and usability) were found to 
be positively associated with the attitude toward the product.  In terms of attitude toward 
the company, three of the four dimensions were found to be positively associated 
(pragmatic, hedonic, and sociability but not usability).  With service quality, three of the 
four dimensions were found to have a positive association (pragmatic, hedonic, and 
sociability but not usability).  Nambisan and Watt’s study has three significant 
contributions.  First, they introduced a new theoretical construct known as OCE that has 
the potential to impact future research in consumer behavior in online product 
communities.  Second, a multi-dimensional conceptualization of OCE that was derived 
from prior research was empirically validated.  Finally, as online communities are 
increasingly becoming lounge areas for customers to hang out and talk to one another, 
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OCE can play a crucial role in shaping customers’ perceptions regarding the product, the 
company, and the service quality.  The results of the study indicated the need is critical 
for companies to measure and monitor OCE due to its potential impact on customer 
attitudes and perceptions, hence their experience.   
 Experience with Blogging Environments.  Blogs are asynchronous online 
venues that provide users with a scope of online interactions and are a useful tool in 
computer-mediated communication (Kaye, 2005; Huan et al., 2008).  Blogs are unique 
online environments that combine news and information with self-expression (Kaye, 
2005).  Personal or corporate blogs provide a form for online interaction where users 
come together to share their feelings, photos, ideas, issues, opinions, and information 
(Kaye, 2005; Huan et al., 2008).  This in turn plays an influential role in electronic word 
of mouth (Kaye, 2005).  Users read information on blogs, send in their own analysis and 
links to additional information, and interact with bloggers and other blog readers (Kaye, 
2005).  A blog user may be as actively engaged as they wish.  They may fully participate 
in online discussions by sending links to additional information or they may decide to be 
more apathetic and simply read the opinions of others.  The amount of participation can 
vary from session to session and blog to blog (Kaye, 2005).   
Levy (2002) and Palser (2002) claimed that blogs are a new form of journalism.  
Another view is that blogs are the watchdogs that keep big media honest (Kurtz, 2002; 
Yousefzadeh, 2003).  Yet another view is that they are online “opinion pages” (Blood, 
2002; Tweeney, 2002).  The first blog appeared in 1997 (Kaye, 2005).  From 1997 to 
present day blogs have transitioned from being predominately personal diaries to 
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becoming increasingly worldly and predominately political in nature (Fischer, 2001; 
Seipp, 2002).  Blogs have proliferated in number from 1997 to present day. 
One of the major factors of blog growth resulted from the terrorist attacks on 
September 11, 2001 (Kaye, 2005).  An increasing number of people found blogs to be an 
outlet for their grief (Kaye, 2005).  Siepp (2002) argues that mainstream media’s 
sympathy towards the Arab viewpoint spurred a general distrust and dislike of traditional 
media.  Hence, people turned to blogs as a source of news and information.  However, 
blogs do not report unbiased or original news.  They differ from established newspapers 
and electronic news outlets in that they do not undergo formal editorial review.  If a 
blogger missteps or makes a mistake, readers and other bloggers will quickly point it out 
(Carver, 2002, Frauenfelder & Kelly, 2000).  Bloggers and blog readers remain critical of 
journalists and journalists are critical of bloggers (Rosenberg, 2002; Seipp, 2002).  In 
spite of the criticism on both sides, bloggers rely on traditional media for content and 
authority and traditional media keep their eyes on blogs to stay at the forefront of public 
opinion (Kurtz, 2000). 
Three key motivations have been identified for using blogs:  Community, 
Convenience, and Information Seeking (Kaye, 2005).  Blogs create a sense of community 
among readers.  This is especially true for those who seek more in-depth analysis than 
what is available through traditional media (Frauenfelder & Kelly, 2000; Wolcott, 2002).  
The information found on blogs reflects the ideological leanings of its writer or takes on 
one side of an issue.  Users can quickly link to a variety of blogs to gather diverse 
opinions.  The sense of community that motivates people to use blogs is developed 
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through interactions with like-minded people in the blogosphere (Levy, 2002, Seipp, 
2002). 
Blogs are easy to use.  They are a convenient means to acquire news and 
information that focuses on the hottest issues or controversies.  Blood (2002) and Hiler 
(2000) believe that Web users are too busy to click through media sites and sift through 
news and latest trends.  Blogs can do the work for Web users.  Blogs are an “online 
version of Reader’s Digest” (Blood, 2002; Hiler, 2000).  The second motivation for 
reading blogs is information seeking.  The news and information found on blogs comes 
from traditional media, insider knowledge, and from bloggers’ and blog readers’ 
expertise (Kaye, 2005).  Bloggers’ can muse about social and political issues that the 
traditional media gloss over or omit (Palser, 2002; Seipp, 2002). 
Kaye (2005) asked what motivates Internet users to connect to blogs.  Kaye was 
one of the first to focus on blog readers in order to understand the attraction of blogs, how 
they are used, and the needs that they gratify.  Kaye’s work classified motives for using 
blogs into six dimensions.  The six dimensions for using blogs included the following:  
Information Seeking and Media Checking, Convenience, Personal Fulfillment, Political 
Surveillance, Social Surveillance, Expression and Affiliation.  The analysis suggested 
that expression and affiliation explained most of the reasons why people used blogs.  The 
overall results of Kaye’s study found that blog readers are foremost attracted to what they 
view as intellectual and in-depth news and commentary which is compared to the account 
presented by the mainstream media.  Blog readers appreciate the in-depth information 
that is not provided by the mainstream media (Frauenfelder & Kelly, 2000; Seipp, 2002, 
Wolcott, 2002).  Kaye’s results also showed that blogs provide a unique forum where 
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ordinary citizens can voice criticism of traditional media in which they point out biases 
and catch mistakes.   
Shopping Motivation.  Since Tauber (1972) asked, “Why do people shop?” 
shopping motivation has been one of the key concepts researched in the field of consumer 
behavior.  Shopping motivation has been actively discussed for more than 30 years in 
leading academic journals (Wagner & Rudolph, 2010).  Human motivation is the reason 
for a person’s specific behavior (Kim & Hong, 2011).  Motivation is the basis for a 
variety of activities from satisfying a basic need with eating or gaining emotional 
pleasure with enjoyment (Tauber, 1972).  According to motivational theorists, human 
behavior is described as the result of a person’s internal need states and external stimuli 
(Westbrook & Black, 1985).  Motivation leads to behavior, which results in gratification 
or satisfaction (Kim & Hong, 2011).  Academic literature has proposed and classified a 
wide range of motives (Cattell, 1957; Maslow, 1970; Muray, 1938).  Westbrook and 
Black (1985) stated that the level of satisfaction achieved from the motivated behavior is 
related to the strength of the relationship between the need state and behavior.  Shopping 
motivation has a high level of relevance with retailers and is often used for market 
segmentation and the development of retail marketing strategies (Westbrook & Black, 
1985).  
The motivation behind shopping behavior is not a novel research subject.  The 
shopping process is conceptualized as a sequential series of behaviors, along with the 
underlying motivations which lead to the purchase of an item (Tauber, 1972).  Utilitarian 
and hedonic motivation theory attempts to explain the reasons for which people browse 
and purchase items.  Utilitarian and hedonic motivations are fundamentally different.   
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Utilitarian Motivation.  Utilitarian motivation is defined as rational, mission 
critical, decision effective, and goal oriented (Batra & Ahtola, 1991; Hirschman & 
Holbrook, 1982; Engel, Blackwell, & Miniard, 1993).  Motivated by utilitarian value, a 
product is purchased in a deliberate and efficient manner (Bain et al., 1994).  Shopping is 
initiated from a mission or task.  The acquired benefit depends on whether the mission is 
completed or not and whether it is completed efficiently (Batra & Ahtola, 1991; Sherry, 
McGrath, & Levy, 1993; Babin et al., 1994).  This specific motivation reflects what is 
known as the “dark side of shopping” (Babin, et al., 1994, p. 644).  For example, 
utilitarian value may help explain why consumers viewing Christmas shopping as 
“women’s work” go through what they feel is an arduous process (Babin, et al., 1994, p. 
646; Fischer & Arnold, 1990).  Fischer and Arnold (1990) provide a typical example of 
this type of shopping.  In reference to Christmas shopping lists, a consumer said, “I found 
it sort of a chore this year trying to get everything done” (p. 334).  This particular 
consumer may find value only if the shopping chore is completed successfully (that is to 
“get everything done”) and, even better, if done in an efficient manner.  Utilitarian value 
can also be derived from the successful collection of information on a product or service 
thus, not requiring a purchase (Babin et al., 1994).  Therefore the following three 
hypotheses are proposed: 
H1:  Convenience has a positive relationship with utilitarian motivation of browsing 
products through fashion blogs. 
H2:  Information availability has a positive relationship with utilitarian motivation of 
browsing products through fashion blogs. 
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H3:  The selection of products presented on fashion blogs has a positive relationship with 
utilitarian motivation of consumers to browse through them on fashion blogs. 
Hedonic Motivation.  Hedonic motivation refers to consumption behaviors in 
search of the emotions of happiness, enjoyment, awakening, sensuality, and fantasy (To 
et al., 2007).  It is more subjective and personal than its utilitarian counterpart (Holbrook 
& Hirschman, 1982).  It is not about obtaining the physical objective or completing the 
mission.  Hedonic shopping is about seeking the enjoyment of the process rather than the 
utility of the purchased product.  Hedonic consumers love to shop because they enjoy the 
shopping process (To et al., 2007).  In contrast to the previously described dark side view 
of Christmas shopping, a hedonic shopper would describe themselves as “a kid in a candy 
store,” loving to shop for toys “because of the little kid inside me” (Fischer & Arnold, 
1990, p. 334).  A hedonic shopper receives satisfaction from the experience itself and the 
emotions which it creates.  Langrehr (1991) captured it well, “the purchase of goods may 
be incidental to the experience of shopping.  People buy so they can shop, not shop so 
they can buy” (p. 428).  Scholars emphasize that hedonic motivation is increasingly 
important because of the identifiable motivations attracting consumers to visit a retailers’ 
brick and mortar stores or online websites (To et al., 2007).  Hedonic motivation has 
become the extension of utilitarian motivation, both of which are vital to maintain a 
competitive advantage (Parsons, 2002).  Therefore the following three hypotheses are 
proposed: 
H5:  Trend discovery has a positive relationship with hedonic motivation of browsing 
products through fashion blogs. 
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H6:  Social interaction has a positive relationship with hedonic motivation of browsing 
products through fashion blogs. 
H7:  The feeling of adventure has a positive relationship with the hedonic motivation of 
browsing products through fashion blogs. 
Utilitarian and Hedonic Motivation.  Tauber was the first researcher to explore 
the motivation behind shopping behavior (To et al., 2007).  Tauber viewed shopping as a 
sequential series of behaviors of acquiring the product or value of the shopping process.  
The series included:  (1) Shopping, (2) Buying, and (3) Consuming.  Tauber recognized 
that the shopping motive is not simply a function of the buying motive thus, seeing the 
need for research.  A shopper could be motivated to simply find the product that is 
needed.  Or a shopper could be motivated to attract the attention of others, to spend time 
with peers, or kill time.  A person’s motive for shopping is a function of many variables 
some of which are unrelated to the actual purchase of products.  Tauber maintained that 
an understanding of shopping motives requires the consideration of satisfaction which 
shopping activities provide, as well as the utility obtained from the merchandise that may 
be purchased.  The core of Tauber’s findings was that people shop not only for the 
utilitarian value of products or for the usability obtained from the purchase, but also for 
the satisfaction obtained during the shopping process including searching and purchasing.   
Hirschman and Holbrook (1982) extended Tauber’s work by investigating what 
they called “hedonic consumption” and thus expanded the definition of hedonic 
motivation.  They believed that the consumer behavior is far more sensorial, complex, 
imaginative, and emotionally laden than what had been reflected in traditional marketing 
research (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982).  “Hedonic consumption designates those facets 
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of consumer behavior that relate to the multisensory, fantasy and emotive aspects of 
one’s experience with products” (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982).  Hirschman and 
Holbrook clarified that the term “multisensory” described the receipt of experience in 
multiple sensory modalities including tastes, sound, scent, tactile impression and visual 
images.  Consumers not only respond to multisensory impressions from external stimuli, 
say a perfume, but also by generating multisensory images internally.  The internal 
imagery can be “historic imagery” which involves recalling an event that actually did 
occur.  The internal imagery can also be “fantasy imagery” in which the consumer 
produces multisensory imagery not drawn directly from prior experience (Hirschman & 
Holbrook, 1982).  Another type of hedonic consumption response is “emotional arousal.”  
This includes feelings such as joy, jealousy, fear, rage, and rapture (Hirschman & 
Holbrook, 1982).  Emotional arousal is psychological and physiological in nature 
(Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982).  Hirschman and Holbrook believed their viewpoint 
expanded the scope of traditional research on shopping.  Their study not only provided a 
clear definition of hedonic shopping motivation but also broke new ground for future 
studies on shopping intention of consumers.  In subsequent research, the study of 
shopping motivation included the utilitarian viewpoint and the conceptual hedonic 
viewpoint, which means that it focused on fun instead of function only (To et al., 2007).   
After Hirschman and Holbrook’s work, researchers focused on either utilitarian 
motivation known as “shopping as work” or hedonic motivation which was known as 
“shopping’s fun side” (Fischer & Arnold, 1990; Sherry, McGrath, & Levy, 1993; Bloch 
& Bruce, 1984; Sherry, 1990).  The contrast between the dark and fun sides of fashion 
illustrated great diversity in consumers’ evaluations of shopping experiences.  As a result, 
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the total value of the shopping experience was inadequately reflected (Bloch & Richins, 
1983; Hirschman, 1984).  Babin, Darden, and Griffin (1994) studied the combined effect 
of these two motivations.  Given the growing recognition that shopping involves 
experiential as well as instrumental outcomes, there was a need to develop a measure to 
capture this duality (Babin et al, 1994).  Babin et al., (1994) developed a scale for 
assessing consumers’ evaluations of a shopping experience using hedonic and utilitarian 
value.  The personal shopping value scale asked the consumer, “What’s in it for you?”  
The scale formally recognized that a shopping experience can be valuable, or valueless, 
in more than one way.  The scale also recognized that consumer value is indicated in both 
utilitarian and hedonic terms.  The consumer is portrayed, in a shopping context, as both 
intellectual and emotional.  This approach acknowledges that not all consumer behavior 
is directed toward satisfying some functional, physical, or economic need.  Also of 
significance Babin et al., (1994) pinpointed that hedonic factors impact unplanned or 
impulse shopping while utilitarian factors do not. 
The particularities that each motivation exhibits have been the focus of much 
attention and provide interesting implications since the behavior of utilitarian and 
hedonic shoppers differ in many ways (To et al., 2007).  Dhar and Wertenbroch (2000) 
studied the influence of utilitarian and hedonic shopping motivations on decision-making 
behavior of consumers.  Dhar and Wertenbroch examined consumer choice between two 
goods, one of which is viewed as superior on a hedonic dimension and the other is 
viewed as superior on a utilitarian dimension.  They compared the preferences for these 
goods in an acquisition condition, where the consumer chose which of the two to acquire, 
and in a forfeiture condition, which the consumer would choose of the same two items to 
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give up.  It was found that products purchased for pleasure have a different level of 
impact than products purchased for functional purposes.  When presented with a 
forfeiture situation, products for pleasure were usually given up first (Dhar & 
Wertenbroch, 2000). 
Two notable studies used utilitarian and hedonic shopping motivation to analyze 
marketing and advertising campaigns for utilitarian and hedonic products.  The study by 
Park, Jaworksi, and Machinnis (1986) indicated the benefit of advertising campaigns 
could be calculated through the categorization of utilitarian and hedonic products.  This 
research showed that hedonic products or brands have higher premiums than utilitarian 
products or brands.  Chandon, Wansibk, and Laurent (2000) expanded this line of 
research.  Two specific questions were asked:  Are monetary savings the only explanation 
for consumer response to a sales promotion?  If not, how do the different consumer 
benefits of a sales promotion influence its effectiveness?  To explore the first question, 
Chandon et al. (2000) built a framework of the multiple consumer benefits of a sales 
promotion.  They found that monetary and nonmonetary promotions provide consumers 
with different levels of three hedonic benefits (opportunities for value-expression, 
entertainment, and exploration) and three utilitarian benefits (savings, high product 
quality, and improved shopping convenience).  The results demonstrated that a sales 
promotion’s effectiveness is determined by the utilitarian or hedonic nature of the 
benefits it delivers, and the congruence these benefits have with the promoted product.  It 
was also found that for high-equity brands, monetary promotions are more effective for 
utilitarian products than for hedonic products.  Chandon et al. (2000) also pinpointed that 
hedonic products coupled with hedonic promotional campaigns will result in higher 
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premiums.  The same principle holds true for utilitarian products and utilitarian 
promotions. 
Utilitarian and hedonic motivations have been extensively studied in relation to 
shopping motivation for physical storefronts (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; To et al., 
2007; Chandon et al. 2000).  Fewer studies have explored whether utilitarian and hedonic 
motivation exits in the online shopping environment.  The research purpose for To et al., 
(2007) was to explore the influence of utilitarian and hedonic value on online shopping 
motivations and whether different shopping motivations would influence search and 
purchase intention.  Their study proposed an integrated model to explain the online 
purchase intention of consumers using utilitarian and hedonic constructs.  Based on the 
work of Babin et al., (1994) and Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001) the variables of utility 
were convenience, selection, information availability, and lack of sociality.  Cost savings 
was added as a variable based on the Internet shopping research by Kenney (1999).  
Customization of product or services is considered by academics as one of the 
competitive advantages of Internet shopping (Burke, 1997; Han and Han, 2001) and was 
included as a utilitarian variable as well.   Based on the work of Westbrook and Black 
(1985) and Arnold and Reynolds (2003), To et al. (2007), named the hedonic variables of 
adventure, social, idea, value, authority and status.  In conclusion, the research model by 
To et al. (2007) named six utilitarian shopping variables and five hedonic shopping 
variables.  
The study by To et al. (2007) showed that factors influencing utilitarian 
motivation are led by convenience and followed by cost saving, information availability, 
and selection.  The factors influencing hedonic motivation are adventure, authority, and 
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status.  To et al. (2007), empirically validated that Internet shoppers have both utilitarian 
and hedonic shopping motivations and are not unlike brick and mortar shoppers.  
Utilitarian motivation has more influence on search intention and purchase intention than 
hedonic motivation.  Internet consumers not only find product value in online shopping, 
but also pleasure and enjoyment during the process of online shopping (To et al., 2007).  
These results are consistent with previous research studies that demonstrate that online 
shopping is predominately driven by utilitarian motivation (Alba et al, 1997; Ghosh, 
1998; Keeney, 1999; Morganosky & Cude, 2000; Verhoef & Langerak, 2001; Blake et 
al., 2005).   
Relevance of Hedonic and Utilitarian Motivations to the Present Study.  The 
aforementioned studies provide evidence that utilitarian and hedonic motivations have 
been widely applied in research on consumer behavior.   There is a growing academic 
interest in shoppers’ motivations for online shopping yet a very small amount of research 
has been performed on the motivation for browsing products on social media platforms 
and more specifically blogs.  This study aimed to clarify how specific aspects of blogs 
fosters user intention to browse products and the effect that it has on consumers’ 
purchasing intention and information sharing behavior within the theoretical framework 
of utilitarian and hedonic motivation theory.  Utilitarian and hedonic motivation theory 
provides the theoretical background on which the factors that contribute to product 
browsing on blogs are segregated.  Although contributing factors that fall into either the 
utilitarian or hedonic category differ significantly, in order to view the shopping process 
holistically, both aspects should be investigated simultaneously (Mikalef et al., 2013).  
Therefore the following two hypotheses are proposed: 
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H4:  Utilitarian motivation will have a positive relationship with the intention of readers 
to browse products via fashion blogs. 
H8:  Hedonic motivation will have a positive relationship with the intention of users to 
browse products by means of fashion blogs. 
Product Browsing.  Researchers have noted that online consumer behavior can 
be studied using frameworks from ‘offline’ or traditional consumer behavior (Van der 
Heijden, Verhagen, & Creemers, 2003).  A number of general frameworks in consumer 
behavior capture the decision-making process (Engel, Blackwell, & Miniard, 1995; 
Schiffman & Kanuk, 2000).  The frameworks typically include the following stages:  (1) 
Need Recognition, (2) Prepurchase Search, (3) Evaluation of Alternatives, (4) Actual 
Purchase, and (5) Postpurchase Evaluation.  The stages are relatively abstract and do not 
consider the medium through which the consumer buys.  Hence, the stages can be applied 
to online consumer behavior (O’Keefe & McEachern, 1998; Van der Heijden et al., 
2003).  Product browsing or information gathering is concerned with the second stage, 
‘prepurchase search.’  Consumer information search behavior precedes all purchasing 
and choice behavior (Peterson & Merino, 2003). 
Product browsing is considered the result of either a goal oriented or an 
exploration oriented behavior (Janiszewski, 1998).  Goal oriented behavior is the primary 
cause for gathering information before a purchase of a specific product which the 
consumer has in mind (Mikalef, 2013).  Goal oriented behavior impacts general 
information gathering activities and is generally efficient (Janiszewski, 1998).  For 
example, a consumer may browse for information on product attributes or the assessment 
of product performance on selected attributes (Janiszewski, 1998; Brucks, 1985).  With 
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exploration oriented behavior, a consumer does not have a specific task to complete with 
regard to purchasing an item (Stone, 1954).  An exploration oriented search occurs when 
consumers lack the motivation or experience needed to search efficiently (Janiszewski, 
1998).  The browsing behavior associated with paging through a catalog is often more 
stimulus driven than planned (Janiszewski, 1998).  Most information searches are a 
combination of these two orientations.  The main difference between the two behaviors is 
that goal oriented consumers will purchase once they find the product they are looking 
for, while exploration oriented consumers are more likely to make an unplanned purchase 
providing they experience a high level of hedonic stimulation.   
These two categories of behavior, goal oriented and exploration oriented, can be 
found in brick and mortar and electronic shopping channels (Janiszewski, 1998).  The 
Internet has and will continue to play a major role in consumer information search 
behavior.  Exploration oriented behavior is especially enhanced in the online shopping 
channel (Janiszewski, 1998).  It is enhanced by the convenience of browsing a selection 
of products or services at any time (Janiszewski, 1998).  Underhill (1999) stated: 
“Through the Internet limitless amounts of product information and other reading 
materials can be summoned and then saved, all in an instant, far beyond anything 
possible in the real world of brochures, manuals, and the memory and knowledgeability 
of sales clerks” (p. 227).  It is evident that consumers are using the Internet when 
searching for information and will increasingly rely on the Internet when searching for 
information in the future (Peterson & Merino, 2003).  It is also clear that the Internet is 
being used for searching when a consumer’s objective is to gather specific information on 
a product or service in anticipation of a purchase and when the objective is to obtain 
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general information regarding a brand or product (Breitenbach & Van Doren, 1998; 
Shim, Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington, 2001). 
Purchase Intention.  Research has shown that consumer intention to purchase 
has a significant impact on their actual purchase decisions (Hosein, 2012).  When 
forecasting the demand for products, questioning of potential consumers about their 
future purchasing plans has had considerable predictive success (Armstrong & Over, 
1971).  Engel, Blackwell and Miniard (1995) established the most recognized model of 
consumer purchase decision-making (Chi, Yeh, & Yang, 2009). The model by Engel et 
al. (1995) divides the consumer purchase decision process into five steps: (1) problem 
recognition, (2) information search, (3) alternative evaluation, (4) purchase decision, and 
(5) post-purchase behavior.  Mowen and Minor (2001) found that the consumer decision 
making process is the result of perceiving problems, searching for solutions, evaluating 
alternatives, and making decisions.  
Extending the theory of planned behavior by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975), which 
claims that users’ intentions are a very powerful predictor of actual behavior, a number of 
researchers have investigated a consumer’s intention in order to predict actual purchases 
(Hsu, Yen, Chiu, & Chang, 2006; Pavlou & Fygenson, 2006).  The Theory of Planned 
Behavior (TPB) is one of the most commonly used models in explaining and predicting 
individual behavioral intention (Hsu et al., 2006).  TPB is an attitude-intention-behavior 
model, which posits that an individual’s behavior is determined by perceived behavioral 
control and intention.  Intention, in turn, is determined by attitude, subjective norm, and 
perceived behavioral control (Hsu et al., 2006).   
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According to Moe (2003), purchase intention can be linked to both goal oriented 
and exploration oriented browsing behavior.  Therefore, it is relevant to examine user 
intentions whether they are goal oriented or exploration oriented since both are linked to 
purchase intention.  Goal oriented shoppers may easily walk out of the store with a 
purchase once they have acquired all the information they were seeking (Moe, 2003).  
The nature of the purchase, in terms of involvement level, would determine the amount of 
information needed to make a decision and therefore, the time horizon of the purchase 
(Moe, 2003).  A consumer driven by an exploratory search may not be motivated to buy, 
however a purchase may result.  An exploratory search, like paging through a magazine, 
tends to be stimulus driven, with the right stimulus an impulse purchase may occur (Moe, 
2003).  Therefore this study proposes: 
H9:  There is a positive relationship between browsing products on fashion blogs and 
readers’ intention to purchase those products. 
Word of Mouth Behavior.  An important aspect of the online experience is the 
sharing of information (Mikalef et al., 2013; Shimabukuro Sandes & Torres Urdan, 
2013).  Word of mouth (WOM), or referral marketing, is the influence of someone’s 
informal opinion about products and brands derived from consumption experiences (Sen 
& Lerman, 2007; Mikalf et al., 2013).   With WOM behavior there is a provider and 
receptor (WOMMA, 2014).  WOM may have positive or negative content and is a form 
of communication among groups, independent specialists, family, friends, and/or 
customers (current or potential) of a product or service (Ennew, Banerjee, & Li, 2000).  
Americans speak “positive” about brands more often than “negative” during word of 
mouth conversations 66% of the time (WOMMA, 2014).  When the Word of Mouth 
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Marketing Association (2014) asked consumers what sources "influence your decision to 
use or not use a particular company, brand, or product," 72% claimed reviews from 
family members or friends exert a "great deal" or "fair amount" of influence. 
WOM may occur physically or digitally, and its importance in marketing has long 
been recognized by scholars and marketers as a highly persuasive alternative to 
traditional communication tools (Trusov, Bucklin, & Pouwels, 2009).  WOM behavior 
works based on an unpaid endorsement of products or services, which is “used by 
companies almost as a form of advertisement and has a great deal of credibility” (Sen & 
Lerman, 2007).  According to the Word of Mouth Marketing Association (2014), 92%  of 
consumers worldwide trust recommendations from friends and family more than any 
form of advertising.  This figure is up from 74% in 2007 (WOMMA, 2014). 
With the growing use of the Internet as a means of communication on a daily 
basis, WOM marketing has gained even more credibility (Shimabukuro Sandes & Torres 
Urdan, 2013).  The ease of sharing information is greatly increased through Internet 
technologies, mobile devices, and social media (Mikalef, et al, 2013; Sheng & Teo, 
2012).  The range and the diffusion velocity of information online has provided 
consumers with easy access to other consumer comments about products, brands, or 
companies (Duana, Bin, & Whinston, 2008).  Comments are becoming a reference for 
more and more people.  A comment previously that would have been limited to the 
consumer’s personal contacts is now able to achieve much wider dissemination via the 
Internet, making it available to millions of consumers (Shimabukuro Sandes & Torres 
Urdan, 2013).   
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Several studies have considered how WOM affects purchasing behavior.  Ennew, 
Banerjee, and Li (2000) investigated the effect of WOM on the attractiveness of financial 
services for potential consumers.  Three relationships were explored:  (1) Effectiveness of 
WOM and the importance given to it by consumers, considering their experience and 
perception of a product; (2) Executive perceptions at the level of competition and the 
importance of WOM as a marketing tool; and (3) Market oriented strategy and the 
consideration of WOM as a strategic tool.  Only the third relationship was confirmed by 
Ennew et al. (2000). 
Dichter’s  (1966) work addressed the four reasons why consumers engage in 
WOM action.  There four reasons were:  (1) Involvement with the product that triggers 
the necessity of expression, (2) Involvement of the person with the product itself, (3) 
Involvement with third parties and WOM meeting their needs by offering them 
something and (4) Involvement with the products message.  Engel et al., (1995) indicated 
a fifth reason, the reduction of dissonance by the uncertainties associated with a relevant 
purchase.  In 1998, Sundaram, Mitra, and Webster fine-tuned the reasons for WOM 
engagement:  (1) Altruism, (2) Involvement, (3) Projection by the Consumer of a Better 
Image of himself/herself to others, (4) Desire to help the company, (5) Anxiety reduction 
on consumptions, (6) Revenge feelings, and (7) Search for counseling in order to solve 
problems. 
Electronic Word of Mouth.  Electronic word of mouth (eWOM) has become 
topic of constant interest for marketing scholars.  Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, and Walsh 
(2004) defined eWOM as “phrases or comments (positive or negative) launched on the 
Internet by potential, current, or old consumers on a product or company.”  Hennig-
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Thurau et al., (2004) developed four reasons for engaging in eWOM:  (1) Seeking self-
help, for economic reasons or own gain; (2) Concern about others and searching for 
social promotion, (3) Altruism, seeking only to help others and companies; and (4) 
Multiple reasons relating to self-expression.  Trusov, Bucklin, and Pouwels (2009) 
compared the inclusion rate of new users in social networking platforms attracted by (1) 
WOM (indicated by users) and (2) Traditional communication tools (such as 
advertisements).  WOM was found to have brought more people the platform, and the 
people also stayed there longer.  Another study found that eWOM directly influences the 
sales of a company (Forman, Ghose, & Wiesenfeld, 2008) and Liu (2006) found eWOM 
can perform an important role in consumers’ decisions.  The research by Shimabukuro 
Sandes and Torres Urdan (2013) investigated the impact of comments (about companies, 
products, and brands) posted by consumers on social networks, blogs, or websites, and 
the perception and behavior of other consumers who read them.  It was found that 
exposure to comments (negative and positive) impacted a brand’s image.  Negative-
feedback management reduced the impact on brand image but did not change the impact 
on purchase intention. 
In terms of research regarding blogs and eWOM, little has been performed.  Blogs 
Research Institute used Technorati’s database of blogs in 2011 to conduct a survey of 
4,114 blog writers from 45 countries.  It was found that 68% of them had posted 
information about products and brands, of which 38% were doing so on a regular basis.  
The percentage of bloggers that posted information about products and brands increased 
to 90% once blogs about music and film were included in the calculations.  Blogs 
Research Institute also found that 39% of the blog writers had been approached by the 
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company to become “advocates” of its brand (Technorati Media, 2011).  Therefore this 
study proposes: 
H10:  There is a positive relationship between browsing products on blogs and users’ 
intention to share information (word of mouth). 
Theoretical Model for the Present Study.  The research model for the present 
study is based on past research by Mikalef et al. (2012) and Hsu & Tsou (2011). The 
integrated model (see Figure 2.1) for this study incorporates hedonic and utilitarian 
motivation constructs which are expected to affect blog product browsing.  To capture the 
extent of these constructs, two mediating constructs are included (utilitarian and hedonic 
motivations).  Utilitarian and hedonic motivations are then adapted to user intention to 
browse products via blogs.  The final part of the research model examines the impact that 
blog product browsing has on purchase intention and word of mouth intentions.   
In this study and in adherence with the blogging medium being put to the test, 
convenience, information availability, and product selection are the variables proposed to 
be tested for utilitarian motivation (Wolfinbanger & Gilly, 2001; Babin et al.,1994; 
Keeny,1999; Mikalef et al., 2012; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011).  With regard to 
hedonic motivations the proposed variables for testing are trend discovery, socializing, 
and adventure (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Westbrook & Black, 1985; Mikalef et al., 
2012; Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011).  Hence, this model 
includes three utilitarian and three hedonic independent variables which are expected to 
affect the dependent variable which is the intention of a reader to browse products 
through a corporate fashion blog.  To capture the extent of the independent variables, two 
mediating constructs are proposed, utilitarian and hedonic motivation, which are targeted 
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in quantifying the use and enjoyment respectively that a blog reader experiences when 
browsing products.   
The final portion of the research model examines (1) the relationship between 
browsing and purchasing intention and (2) the relationship between browsing and word 
of mouth intentions.  The present study examines these two variables, purchase and word 
of mouth intentions, independently of one another based on research by Mikalef et al. 
(2012) and To et al. (2007).  Studies by Fan and Miao (2012) and Hamouda and Tabbane 
(2013) examined the relationship between electronic word of mouth and making purchase 
decisions.  However, the present study remains in the same vein of research as Mikalef et 
al. (2012) and To et al. (2007).
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Figure 2.1.  Theoretical Model   
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 Figure 2.2. Proposed Hypotheses 
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Chapter 3:  Methodology 
The purpose of this chapter is to (1) describe the research sample, (2) outline the 
data collection procedure, (3) explain the instrument development process, and (4) 
explicate the pilot study outcomes.  An online survey was used to evaluate the utilitarian 
and hedonic aspects of fashion blogs that facilitate product browsing by readers and how 
this affects the intention to purchase and pass on information.  The instrument was 
piloted with college students to determine if survey items needed to be clarified, added, 
or deleted.  This study was exempted from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln (Protocol number 20140314180 EX).  The certification 
of exemption is available in Appendix A.   
Sample and Data Collection 
 Sample.  A random sample of 2,000 college students from the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln was recruited through the email database at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln.  Access to student email addresses was obtained through the office of 
the University Registrar upon receipt of the IRB certification of exemption.  The sample 
was composed of 1,000 male and 1,000 female students representing all of the colleges at 
the University.  There are two reasons for conducting an online survey with college 
students.  First, college students have a heightened use of Internet when compared with 
other population segments (Seock & Bailey, 2007; Gardyn, 2002).  Technology and 
media are a significant part of this consumer’s lifestyle (Harris Interactive, 2004).  
Second, Millenials compose 24% of the United State population at 77 million (Nielsen 
Reports, 2014).  They are the founders of the social media movement and are constantly 
connected to their social circles via online and mobile (Nielsen Reports, 2014).  
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 Procedure.  The potential participants received an invitation email notifying them 
that they had been randomly selected to participate in this research study.  The invitation 
email clearly stated the purpose and significance of the study and assured confidentiality 
and anonymity.  Two reminder emails were sent to the potential study participants who 
had not completed the survey.  The first reminder email was sent one week following the 
initial invitation email.  The second reminder email was sent three days after first 
reminder email.   
Those who chose to participate in the study completed an online survey through 
Qualrics (unleducation.qualtrics.com).  The participants followed the link or URL 
address indicated by invitation and reminder emails.  Survey respondents could terminate 
the survey at any time without penalty.  The invitation email for the online survey for this 
study is available in Appendix C.  The informed consent and reminder email are available 
in Appendix D and E. 
Instrument Development 
 Demographic Information.  Demographic information was accessed through the 
online survey.  The demographic information included gender, age, education, ethnicity, 
and income.  For age, an open text field was provided.  The remaining demographic 
information including gender, education, ethnicity, and income had predetermined 
responses in which participants selected accordingly.  Five category options were 
provided for education:  freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, and graduate student.  For 
ethnicity, six options were provided including:  African American, Caucasian American, 
Native American or Alaska Native, Hispanic American, Asian American or Pacific 
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Islander, and other.  Eight categories measured the respondents’ annual income ranging 
from ‘less than $10,000’ to ‘$70,000 and over’. 
 Online Blogging Experience.  Survey respondents were asked about their 
previous experience reading fashion blogs.  The first question accessed participants 
comfort level with browsing products online with a scale ranging from 1 (very poor), 2 
(poor), 3(fair), 4 (good), to 5 (very good).  Respondents were asked to indicate how many 
hours a week they spend browsing products online.  The scale ranged from 1 (less than 
one hour) to 5 (8 hours or more).  Respondents were asked how many hours they spend 
on social media each week.  The scale ranged from 1 (less than one hour) to 5 (8 hours or 
more).  Question five asked if the participants browsed or had read a blog online.  Two 
answer options were provided, (1) yes and (2) no.  If respondents answered no, the survey 
skipped to question 8 regarding product browsing.  If respondents answered yes, they 
were asked about their prior experience purchasing products discussed on blogs in the 
past year.  A scale of 1 to 5 was presented:  1 (under 3 purchases); 2 (4-5 purchases); 3 
(6-7 purchases); 4 (8-9 purchases); 5 (over 10 purchases).  To determine when 
participants began reading blogs a scale of one to four was presented:  1 (6 months-1 year 
ago); 2 (1-2 years ago); 3 (2-3 years ago); 4 (over 3 years ago).  To collect data on 
frequency of blog reading participants were asked, ‘what is your average frequency of 
reading blogs per week.’  A scale of one to five was used: 1 (under 3 times); 2 (4-5 
Times); 3 (6-7 Times); 4 (8-9 Times); and 5 (Over 10 times). 
 Utilitarian and Hedonic Aspects Facilitating Product Browsing.  Three 
utilitarian and three hedonic aspects of fashion blogs that facilitate product browsing 
were measured.  The three utilitarian aspects were convenience, information availability, 
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and product selection.  The hedonic aspects were trend discovery, socializing, and 
adventure.  To measure utilitarian and hedonic aspects 40 items were used.  The items 
were adapted from studies by Mikalef et al. (2013) and Hsu and Tsou (2011).  A 5-point 
Likert scale was used for each item:  1 (strongly disagree); 2 (disagree); 3 (neither agree 
nor disagree); 4 (agree); 5 (strongly agree).    
To measure utilitarian and hedonic motivation twelve items were adapted from 
previous studies (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011; Babin et al, 
1994; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001; Keeny,1999; Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Westbrook & 
Black, 1985).  A 5-point Likert scale was used for each item:  1 (strongly disagree); 2 
(disagree); 3 (neither agree nor disagree); 4 (agree); 5 (strongly agree).  There were a 
total of 120 items used to evaluate product browsing, purchase intention, and word of 
mouth intention (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011).  The 5-point 
Likert scale was once again applied.   
The constructs and their origins are found in Table 3.1.  The online survey for this 
study is available in Appendix F. 
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Table 3.1. 
Measurement of Variables  
Measurement 
Convenience (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011) 
 Browsing products on blogs is convenient because I can do it whenever I want. 
 I can browse products on blogs when it fits with my schedule. 
 It is convenient to browse products through blogs because I can do so in the comfort of my own space. 
 Blogs make acquiring information about a product easy. 
 Browsing products on blogs is not convenient. 
 It is convenient to browse products through blog because I can do so without going out. 
Information Availability (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011; Huan et al., 2008) 
 Blogs provide me with access to large volumes of information about products.  
 It is not easy to acquire information about a product via blogs. 
 I can collect useful information about a product through blogs. 
 Comments written by other blog readers provide me with feedback about a product of interest.  
 I do not use blogs for finding product information. 
 Blogs make acquiring information about a product easy. 
 I use blogs to search for information regarding a product I plan to purchase in the future. 
 I search for production information using blogs. 
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Measurement 
Product Selection (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011; Huan et al., 2008) 
 Blogs help me find products that I was unfamiliar with before. 
 With blogs, I can browse a large variety of products. 
 Blogs do NOT help me find new products. 
 I can find a wide selection of products on blogs. 
 I cannot discover new products through blogs. 
 A wide selection of products is not available on blogs. 
 I can discover new products through blogs. 
Trend Discovery (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011) 
 Blogs provide a platform to exchange information with others about products. 
 Through blogs I can effectively share my experience of a newly purchased product with others. 
 I can discover new trends through blogs. 
 I cannot discover new trends through blogs. 
 Through reading blogs, I can keep up on new fashions. 
 Through reading blogs, I can discover new products. 
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Measurement 
Socializing (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011; Huan et al., 2008) 
 I would spend time reading a friend’s blog. 
 Blogs provide a means to exchange production information with others. 
 I would never post a comment on a blog. 
 I can engage in communication with other blog readers. 
 I would keep in contact with a friend by reading their blog. 
 I can interact with bloggers through reading their blogs. 
 I would post a comment on a blog. 
 Blogs do not provide a means to exchange product information with others. 
Adventure (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011) 
 Browsing products through blogs is stimulating. 
 Browsing products via blogs is an adventure. 
 Browsing products through blogs is NOT to stimulating. 
 I get drawn into a world of my own when browsing products on blogs. 
 Reading a blog is not an adventure. 
Utilitarian Motivation (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011; Babin et al, 1994; Wolfinbarger & Gilly, 2001; 
Keeny,1999) 
 Browsing products through blogs is effective 
 Browsing products through blogs is helpful. 
 Browsing products through blogs is not effective. 
 Browsing products through blogs is functional. 
 Browsing products through blogs is practical.  
 Browsing products through blogs is not helpful. 
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Measurement 
Hedonic Motivation (Arnold & Reynolds, 2003; Westbrook & Black, 1985; Mikalef et al., 2012; Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al.,      
2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011) 
 Browsing products through blogs is not enjoyable. 
 Browsing products through blogs is fun. 
 Browsing products through blogs is exciting. 
 Browsing products through blogs is delightful. 
 Browsing products through blogs is enjoyable. 
 Browsing products through blogs is thrilling. 
Product Browsing (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011) 
 I will not browse products online via blogs in the future. 
 Blogs are a wonderful way to browse products online. 
 I do not plan to use blogs in the future to browse products. 
 I will browse products online via blogs in the future. 
 I plan to use blogs in the future to browse products. 
 Blogs are not a good way to browse products online. 
Purchase Intention (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu & Tsou 2011) 
 After some time and thought, I would buy one or more products which I have browsed on a blog. 
 I have purchased one or more of the products which I have browsed on a blog. 
 Some of my recent purchases were based on information which I found on a blog. 
 I buy products I see on blogs through e-shops. 
 I buy products I see on blogs through shops nearby me. 
 Blogs are a good way to shop online. 
 I will continue using blogs to shop online in the future. 
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Measurement 
Word of Mouth Behavior (Mikalef et al., 2013; To et al., 2007; Hsu and Tsou 2011) 
 I would not comment on a blog I like or dislike on a social media site. 
 Sometimes I share with friends and/or family products that I see and like on blogs. 
 I would never invite friends or family to read a particular blog. 
 I would comment on a blog I like or dislike on a social media site. 
 I would never share with friends or family products that I see and/or like on blogs. 
 I have invited my friends and/or family to read a particular blog. 
 In conversation with friends or family, I would talk about products I saw on a blog. 
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Pilot Study 
The pilot study was conducted using 64 undergraduate students in the Department 
of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.  
There were two purposes for the pilot study.  The first purpose was to confirm the 
reliability of the survey items.  The second purpose was to determine if the survey items 
needed to be clarified, added, or deleted.  Survey Monkey was used to administer the 
online pilot survey.  The pilot study survey is available in Appendix G. 
Reliability of Survey Items.  Cronbach’s Apha coefficient was used to ensure the 
reliability of the survey items or variables (Nunnally, 1970).  The following variables had 
a Cronbach Alpha score of .80 or higher:  convenience (.864), product selection (.86), 
trend discovery (.823), adventure (.915), utilitarian motivation (.828), hedonic motivation 
(.964), product browsing (.852), purchase intention (.832), and word of mouth intention 
(.838).  Information availability (.72) and socialization (.693) were the two variables 
below the benchmark of .80.  Revisions were made to the survey for these two variables 
to increase reliability.   
For information availability, one item was added in order to increase reliability.  
The item added was ‘I do not use blogs for finding product information.’  This item was 
adapted from the study by Mikalef et al. (2013).  The item was adapted using the survey 
question principles set forth by Dillman, Smyth, and Christian (2009).  For socializing, 
the item with the lowest correlation (.224) was deleted, ‘I cannot engage in 
communication with other blog readers.’  Two items were added in order to strengthen 
the reliability, ‘I would never post a comment on a blog’ and ‘I would post a comment on 
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a blog.’ These two items were based on a study by Lenhart, Purcell, Smith, and Zickuhr 
(2010) that found posting comments online has become more common among adults 
(ages 18-29).  Utilizing the principles of question construction by Dillman et al. (2010) 
the items were adapted for this study. 
To further increase the reliability of the study and reduce the number of questions, 
items with low correlations were removed.  For the variable of adventure, one item was 
removed, ‘I feel like I am in my own universe when browsing products on blogs.’  One 
question was removed from hedonic motivation, ‘Browsing products through blogs is not 
fun.’  For product browsing, ‘Browsing products through blogs is necessary’ was deleted. 
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Chapter 4:  Results 
General Analysis Information 
In this chapter the results of the data analysis are presented.  From the online 
survey, respondents’ data were analyzed using the IBM Statistical Software Package for 
the Social Sciences (SPSS).  Cronbach’s Alpha was used to determine the internal 
consistency of all the variables.  Descriptive statistics were used to determine 
demographic characteristics of respondents, as well as model constructs.  Multiple 
regression was used to test the hypotheses. 
Preliminary Analysis 
 Reliability of Variables.  Cronbach’s Alpha (α) was used to determine the 
internal consistency of the ten variables (see table 4.1).  The results of the reliability 
analysis showed that the Cronbach’s α for all variables were above .80 indicating the 
survey items were consistent with the variables.  For convenience, reliability for the six 
items was .905.  For information availability, the reliability of the eight items was .898.  
The alpha for the seven items comprising product selection was .819.  The alpha for six 
items comprising trend discovery was .823.  For socializing, the reliability for the eight 
items was .878.  For adventure, the reliability for the five items was .949.  The alpha for 
utilitarian motivation was .964 (six items).  The alpha for hedonic motivation was .956 
(six items).  The alpha for the six items for product browsing was .961.   Purchase 
intention was .931 (seven items).  Word of mouth intention was .899 (seven items). 
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Table 4.1 
 
Reliability of Variables 
 
Variables 
Convenience  
 Browsing products on blogs is convenient because I can do it whenever I want. 
 I can browse products on blogs when it fits with my schedule. 
 It is convenient to browse products through blogs because I can do so in the 
comfort of my own space. 
 Blogs make acquiring information about a product easy. 
 Browsing products on blogs is not convenient. 
 It is convenient to browse products through blog because I can do so without 
going out. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .905 
Information Availability  
 Blogs provide me with access to large volumes of information about products.  
 It is not easy to acquire information about a product via blogs. 
 I can collect useful information about a product through blogs. 
 Comments written by other blog readers provide me with feedback about a 
product of interest.  
 I do not use blogs for finding product information. 
 Blogs make acquiring information about a product easy. 
 I use blogs to search for information regarding a product I plan to purchase in the 
future. 
 I search for production information using blogs. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .898 
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Variables 
Product Selection 
 Blogs help me find products that I was unfamiliar with before. 
 With blogs, I can browse a large variety of products. 
 Blogs do NOT help me find new products. 
 I can find a wide selection of products on blogs. 
 I cannot discover new products through blogs. 
 A wide selection of products is not available on blogs. 
 I can discover new products through blogs. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .819 
 
 
Trend Discovery 
 Blogs provide a platform to exchange information with others about products. 
 Through blogs I can effectively share my experience of a newly purchased 
product with others. 
 I can discover new trends through blogs. 
 I cannot discover new trends through blogs. 
 Through reading blogs, I can keep up on new fashions. 
 Through reading blogs, I can discover new products. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .899 
Socializing  
 I would spend time reading a friend’s blog. 
 Blogs provide a means to exchange production information with others. 
 I would never post a comment on a blog. 
 I can engage in communication with other blog readers. 
 I would keep in contact with a friend by reading their blog. 
 I can interact with bloggers through reading their blogs. 
 I would post a comment on a blog. 
 Blogs do not provide a means to exchange product information with others. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .878 
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Variables 
Adventure  
 Browsing products through blogs is stimulating. 
 Browsing products via blogs is an adventure. 
 Browsing products through blogs is NOT to stimulating. 
 I get drawn into a world of my own when browsing products on blogs. 
 Reading a blog is not an adventure. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .949 
 
Utilitarian Motivation  
 Browsing products through blogs is effective 
 Browsing products through blogs is helpful. 
 Browsing products through blogs is not effective. 
 Browsing products through blogs is functional. 
 Browsing products through blogs is practical.  
 Browsing products through blogs is not helpful. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .964 
 
Hedonic Motivation  
 Browsing products through blogs is not enjoyable. 
 Browsing products through blogs is fun. 
 Browsing products through blogs is exciting. 
 Browsing products through blogs is delightful. 
 Browsing products through blogs is enjoyable. 
 Browsing products through blogs is thrilling. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .964 
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Variables 
Product Browsing  
 I will not browse products online via blogs in the future. 
 Blogs are a wonderful way to browse products online. 
 I do not plan to use blogs in the future to browse products. 
 I will browse products online via blogs in the future. 
 I plan to use blogs in the future to browse products. 
 Blogs are not a good way to browse products online. 
  
Cronbach’s α = .961 
Purchase Intention  
 After some time and thought, I would buy one or more products which I have 
browsed on a blog. 
 I have purchased one or more of the products which I have browsed on a blog. 
 Some of my recent purchases were based on information which I found on a blog. 
 I buy products I see on blogs through e-shops. 
 I buy products I see on blogs through shops nearby me. 
 Blogs are a good way to shop online. 
 I will continue using blogs to shop online in the future. 
Cronbach’s α = .931 
 
Word of Mouth Behavior  
 I would not comment on a blog I like or dislike on a social media site. 
 Sometimes I share with friends and/or family products that I see and like on 
blogs. 
 I would never invite friends or family to read a particular blog. 
 I would comment on a blog I like or dislike on a social media site. 
 I would never share with friends or family products that I see and/or like on blogs. 
 I have invited my friends and/or family to read a particular blog. 
 In conversation with friends or family, I would talk about products I saw on a 
blog. 
 
Cronbach’s α = .899 
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Demographic Characteristics of Respondents 
 Two thousand college students were invited to participate in this study through 
the email database of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln.  A total of 237 respondents 
started the survey and completed questions one through seven.  However, only 160 
respondents finished the entire survey resulting in an 8% response rate.   
 Of the total respondents who completed the entire survey (N = 160), 31% (n = 49) 
were male and 69% (n = 111) were female.  The mean age of respondents was 26, 
ranging from 19 to 74 years of age.  Sixty-four percent (n = 103) of respondents were 
between 19 and 25 years of age.  Seventeen percent (n = 27) were between 26 and 30 
years of age.  Nine percent (n = 15) were between 31 and 35 years of age.  Three percent 
(n = 5) of participants were between 36 and 40 years of age while 4% (n = 6) of 
participants ranged in ages from 41 to 49 years.  Three percent (n = 4) of the sample 
population indicated they were 50 years or older.  
 Of the total number of respondents who reported their academic class standing (N 
= 160), 43% (n = 69) of the respondents were graduate students and 57% (n = 91) were 
undergraduates.  Of the undergraduate students, 16% (n = 15) were freshmen, 23% (n = 
21) were sophomores, 126% (n = 24) were juniors, and 34% (n = 31) were seniors. 
 Of the total number of respondents who reported their ethnicity (N = 160), 79% (n 
= 127) identified themselves as Caucasian; 9% (n = 14) as Asian or Pacific Islander; 6% 
(n = 9) as other; 4% (n = 7) as Hispanic American; 1% (n = 2) as African American; and 
1% (n = 1) as Native American or Alaskan Native.   
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 Two of the 160 respondents did not report their annual income resulting in 158 
responses.  For those who reported their annual income (N =158), 51% (n = 81) earned 
$10,000 or less; 18% (n = 29) earned $10,001 to $20,000; 6% (n = 10) earned $20,001 to 
$30,000; 4% (n = 7) earned $30,001 to $40,000; 3% (n = 4) earned $40,001 to $50,000; 
6% (n = 9) earned $50,001 to $60,000; 2% (n = 3) earned $60,001 to $70,000; and 9% 
(15) earn $70,001 and over.  Demographic characteristics are available in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2. 
Demographics Characteristics of Respondents 
Characteristics Frequencies Percentage (%) 
Gender (N = 160)   
 Male 49 31 
 Female 111 69 
    
Age (N = 160)   
 19 to 25 103 64 
 26 to 35 27 17 
 31 to 35 15 9 
 36 to 40 5 3 
 41 to 49 6 4 
 50 plus 4 3 
    
Academic Standing (N = 160)   
 Undergraduate 91 57 
 Graduate 
g 
69 43 
 Freshman 15 16 
 Sophomore 21 23 
 Junior 24 26 
 Senior 31 34 
    
Ethnic Background (N = 160)   
 African American 2 1 
 Caucasian 127 79 
 Native American or Alaskan Native 1 1 
 Hispanic American 7 4 
 Asian or Pacific Islander 14 9 
 Other 9 6 
    
Annual Income (N = 158)   
 $10,000 or less 81 51 
 $10,001 to $20,000 29 18 
 $ 
20,001 to $30,000 
10 6 
 $30,001 to $40,000 7 4 
 $40,001 to $50,000 4 3 
 $50, 01 to $60, 0 9 6 
 $60,001 to $70,000 3 2 
 $70,000 and over 15 9 
 
Note:  Different N values are due to missing values. 
Different N values are due to missing values 
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Respondents’ Online Blogging Experience.  Survey participants were asked 
seven questions regarding their experience with online blogs.  Using a 5-point Likert 
scale, respondents (N = 160) identified their comfort level using technology to browse 
products and services online.  Of the individuals who responded, one reported a very poor 
comfort level.  One percent (n = 2) reported poor.  Nine percent (n = 15) reported fair, 
29% (n = 47) reported good and 60% (n = 95) reported their comfort level using 
technology to browse product and services online as very good.    
Using a 5-point Likert scale, respondents were asked to indicate how much time 
they spend browsing products and services online each week (N = 160).  Forty-one 
percent (n = 66) reported spending less than one hour per week.  Forty-one percent (n = 
66) reported two to three hours per week, 9% (n = 15) four to five hours per week 4% (n 
= 7) reported six to seven hours per week and 4% (n = 6) browsed for products and 
services online eight or more hours per week.  Respondents (N = 160) identified how 
much time they spend each week on social media sites (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Blogs, etc.) using a 5-point Likert scale.  Sixteen percent (n = 26) reported less than one 
hour per week.  Twenty-six percent (n = 41) spend two to three hours per week.  Twenty-
one percent (n = 34) reported four to five hours per week.  Sixteen percent (n = 25) 
reported six to seven hours per week and 21% (n = 34) spend eight or more hours per 
week on social media sites. 
Participants were asked if they had ever read a blog.  Of the total respondents (N 
= 160), 90% (n = 144) answered yes and 10% (n = 16) answered no.  Those who 
answered yes to reading a blog (n = 144), were asked their experience in purchasing 
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products discussed on blogs in the past year.  Of the respondents who answered yes (n = 
144) , 72% (n = 104) made one to three purchase based on products discussed on a blog 
in the past year.  Nineteen percent (n = 28) made four to five purchases.  Four percent (n 
= 6) made six to seven purchases.   One percent (n = 2) made eight to nine purchases.  
Three percent (n = 4) made over ten purchases based on products discussed on blogs in 
the past year.   
Of the  respondents who answered yes (n = 144) to reading a blog, 22% (n = 31) 
started reading blogs six months to one year ago from the date they responded to the 
survey.  Thirty-two percent (n = 46) started reading blogs one to two years ago.  Fourteen 
percent (n = 20) started two to three years ago and 33% (n = 47) started reading blogs 
over three years ago.  Respondents were asked the frequency with which they read blogs 
on a weekly basis.  Based on the  respondents who answered yes (n = 144) to reading a 
blog, 67% (n = 97) read blogs under three times each week.  Sixteen percent (n = 23) 
read blogs four to five time per week.  Seven percent (n = 10) six to seven times per week 
and 1% (n = 2) read blogs eight to nine times per week.  Eight percent (n = 12) over ten 
times per week.  Respondents’ online blogging experience is available in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3. 
Respondents’ online blogging experience 
Survey Items Frequencies Percentage (%) 
How comfortable are you using technology to browse products and services online? (N = 160)   
 Very poor 1 1 
 Poor 2 1 
 Fair 15 9 
 Good 47 29 
 Very Good 95 60 
    
How much time do you spend a week browsing products or services online? (N = 160)   
 Less than 1 hour 66 41 
 2 to 3 hours 66 41 
 4 to 5 hours 15 9 
 6 to 7 hours 7 4 
 8 or more hours 6 4 
    
How much time do you spend on social media sites each week? (N = 160)   
 Less than 1 hour 26 16 
 2 to 3 hours 41 26 
 4 to 5 hours 34 21 
 6 to 7 hours 25 16 
 8 or more hours 
 
 
34 21 
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 Survey Items Frequencies Percentage (%) 
Have you ever browsed or read an online blog? (N = 160)   
 Yes 144 90 
 No 16 10 
    
What is your experience in purchasing products discussed on blogs in the past year? (N = 144)   
 Under 3 purchases 104 72 
 4 to 5 purchases 28 19 
 6 to 7 purchases 6 4 
 8 to 9 purchases 2 1 
 Over 10 purchases 4 3 
    
When did you start reading blogs? (N = 144)   
 6 months to 1 year ago 31 22 
 1 to 2 years ago 46 32 
 2 to 3 years ago 20 14 
 Over 3 years ago 47 33 
    
What is your average frequency of reading blogs per week? (N =144)   
 Under 3 times 97 67 
 4 to 5 times 23 16 
 6 to 7 times 10 7 
 8 to 9 times 2 1 
 Over 10 times 12 8 
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Descriptive Statistics 
 The conceptual model consisted of six independent variables (convenience, 
information availability, product selection, trend discovery, socializing and adventure), 
three mediating variables (utilitarian motivation, hedonic motivation, and blog product 
browsing), and two independent variables (purchase intention and word of mouth).  
Using SPSS, the item responses for each of the variables were summed (convenience, 
product selection, information availability, utilitarian motivation, trend discovery, 
socializing, adventure, hedonic motivation, blog product browsing, purchase intention, 
and word of mouth intention).  The sums of the survey items for each variable were 
computed as an independent construct.  The results of the analysis showed the correlation 
between adventure and hedonic motivation might suggest multicollinearity.  The 
correlation matrix for the variables is presented in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. 
Correlation Matrix of Variables 
Model 
Constructs 
Mean SD N Correlation          
    Conv Info Prod Util Trend Social Adv Hed Browse Purch WOM 
Convenience 22.72 4.05 216 1           
Information 
Availability 
27.55 5.66 198 .756** 1          
Product 
Selection 
23.88 4.34 182 .659** .771** 1         
Utilitarian 
Motivation 
20.78 4.96 153 .680** .769** .710** 1        
Trend 
Discovery 
22.51 3.61 164 .738** .770** .688** .690** 1       
Socializing 28 5.50 160 .618** .663** .559** .662** .718** 1      
Adventure 15.49 4.57 162 .601** .666** .611** .763** .601** .604** 1     
Hedonic 
Motivation 
19.11 5.08 159 .652** .675** .629** .749** .617** .609** .864** 1    
Product 
Browsing 
21.18 5.15 155 .736** .797** .771** .854** .731** .630** .748** .770** 1   
Purchase 
Intention 
22.66 6.36 154 .707** .770** .693** .745** .639** .556** .702** .727** .832** 1  
Word of 
Mouth  
23.02 5.83 149 .605** .682** .617** .670** .643** .801** .697** .660** .724** .693** 1 
Note.  ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).   
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Hypotheses Testing 
All hypotheses were analyzed using SPSS software program.  Multiple regression 
was employed for hypotheses testing.  Hypotheses 1 through 3 measured utilitarian 
motivations of convenience, information availability, and product selection.  Hypothesis 
4 measured utilitarian motivation on blog product browsing.  Hypotheses 5 through 7 
measured the hedonic motivations of trend discovery, socializing, and adventure.  The 
hedonic motivation relationship with blog product browsing was measured through 
hypothesis 8.   Hypotheses 9 measured the relationship between blog product browsing 
and purchase intention.  Hypotheses 10 measured the relationship between blog product 
browsing and word of mouth intention.  Except for Hypotheses 5 and 6, all were 
statistically supported. 
Convenience, Information Availability, and Product Selection.  Hypotheses 1 
through 3 measured the relationship between convenience, information availability, and 
product selection with a utilitarian motivation for browsing product through fashion 
blogs.  The result of the multiple regression analysis indicated convenience, information 
availability, and product selection explained 63.2% of the variance (   = .488, F(3, 139) 
= 135.225, p < .001).  As this study hypothesized, results showed that convenience was 
positively related to utilitarian motivation for browsing products through fashion blogs 
(H1:  β = .165, p < .05).  Information availability was positively related to utilitarian 
motivation for browsing products through fashion blogs (  :  β = .429, p < .001).  
Product selection was positively related to utilitarian motivation for browsing products 
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through fashion blogs (H3:  β = .279, p < .001).  Therefore, Hypotheses 1 through 3 were 
supported. 
Trend Discovery, Socializing, and Adventure.  Hypotheses 5 through 7 
measured the relationship between trend discovery, socializing, and adventure with 
hedonic motivation for browsing products through fashion blogs.  The result of the 
multiple regression indicated that the predictors of adventure, trend discovery, and 
adventure explained 76.8% of the variance (   = .773, F(3, 143) = 161.793, p < .001).  
The results indicated that trend discovery was not positively related to hedonic 
motivation for browsing products through fashion blogs (H5:  β = .108, p > .05).  Based 
on the results socializing was not positively related to hedonic motivation for browsing 
products through fashion blogs (H6:  β = .081, p > .05).  The results showed that 
adventure had a positive relationship with hedonic motivation for browsing products 
through fashion blogs (H7:  β = .755, p < .001).  Thus, hypothesis 7 was supported. 
Utilitarian and Hedonic Motivation.  Hypothesis 4 proposed that utilitarian 
motivation will be positively related to intention of readers to browse products via 
fashion blogs.  Hypothesis 8 proposed that hedonic motivation will be positively related 
to intention of readers to browse products via fashion blogs.  The results of the multiple 
regression indicated that the predictors of utilitarian motivation and hedonic motivation 
explained 75.6% of the variance (   = .759, F(2, 146) = 229.794, p < .001).  Results 
indicated that utilitarian motivation had a positive relation to readers intention to browse 
products via fashion blogs (H4:  β = .647, p < .001).  The results showed that hedonic 
motivation had a positive relation to readers intention to browse products via fashion 
blogs (H8:  β = .269, p < .001).  Therefore, hypotheses 4 and 8 were supported. 
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Product Browsing.  Hypotheses 9 and 10 proposed positive relationships 
between browsing products on blogs and purchase intention and word of mouth intention 
respectively.  The results of multiple regression indicate that the predictor of blog product 
browsing explained 48.4% of the variance of purchase intention (   = .488, F(1,142) = 
135.225, p<.001).  Hypothesis 9 was statistically supported (H9:  β = .832, p < .001).  
The results of the multiple regression indicated that the predictors of blog product 
browsing explained 52.1% of the variance of word of mouth intention (   = .724, F(1, 
143) = 157.731, p<.001).  Results indicated that product browsing on blogs had a positive 
relationship with word of mouth intention (H9:  β = .724, p < .001).  Hypotheses 9 and 10 
were supported.  Results of the multiple regression are provided in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5. 
Multiple Regression Results  
Hypothesis 
# 
Variables Results 
Factor 
Loadings 
P-Value 
1 Convenience  Utilitarian Motivation Supported .165 .049 
2 Information Availability  Utilitarian Motivation Supported .429 .000 
3 Product Selection   Utilitarian Motivation Supported .279 .001 
4 Utilitarian Motivation   Product Browsing Supported .647 .000 
5 Trend Discovery  Hedonic Motivation Not Supported .108 .072 
6 Socializing  Hedonic Motivation Not Supported .081 .178 
7 Adventure  Hedonic Motivation Supported .755 .000 
8 Hedonic Motivation  Product Browsing Supported .269 .000 
9 Product Browsing   Purchase Intention Supported .832 .000 
10 Product Browsing  Word of Mouth Intention Supported .724 .000 
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Figure 4.1. Final Model and Results 
Note:  Broken line indicates unsupported hypotheses.  Significance: **p < .001; *p < .05
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Chapter 5:  Discussion and Conclusion 
Utilitarian and hedonic motivations have been applied extensively in research 
exploring both brick and mortar and online shopping.  At the present time, limited studies 
have applied this theory to corporate fashion blogs.  Corporate fashion blogs present 
unique characteristics since they facilitate user generated content, allow for synchronous 
and asynchronous communication between users, and enable immediate content sharing 
among readers (Mikalef et al., 2013).  Building upon the potential that corporate fashion 
blogs have for providing a platform for customer experience, the theory of utilitarian and 
hedonic motivations is applied to determine what factors encourage product browsing, 
purchase intention, and word of mouth intention.  This study answered the call for 
research by Mikalef et al. (2013) into specific social media platforms that can be 
leveraged for marketing purposes.    
The first purpose of the present study was to examine what factors shape a blog 
reader’s intention to browse products on blogs.  The utilitarian motivations examined 
were convenience, information availability, and product selection (Hypotheses 1 through 
3).  The hedonic motivations examined were trend discovery, socializing, and adventure 
(Hypotheses 5 through 7).  The second purpose was to determine if blog readers are 
inclined to browse for products based on utilitarian, hedonic motivation, or both 
(Hypotheses 4 and 8).  The third purpose was to examine the relationship between blog 
product browsing and purchase intention and word of mouth intention (Hypotheses 9 and 
10).  The threefold purpose of this research was to define the critical utilitarian and 
hedonic motivations for reading corporate fashion blogs that facilitate product browsing 
and how this affects the consumers’ intention to purchase and pass on information (word 
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of mouth).  In order to actualize the objectives of this research, a quantitative analysis 
was performed on data gathered from 160 respondents. 
Discussion 
Utilitarian Motivation Constructs 
Consistent with the previous findings of Mikalef et al. (2013) and To et al. (2007), 
convenience, information availability, and product selection had positive relationships 
with the utilitarian motivation of browsing products through fashion blogs.  In contrast to 
prior studies, with respect to utilitarian motivation, information availability and product 
selection on blogs were the two most important contributors in explaining why 
consumers browse products.  Mikalef et al. (2013) and To et al. (2007) found 
convenience and product selection to be the most important contributors.  While Mikalef 
et al. (2013) analyzed social media as a whole and To et al. (2007) analyzed online 
shopping, this study looked specifically at blogging.  This finding, from the present 
study, could be a result of focusing research exclusively on the platform of blogging.   
Hedonic Motivation Constructs 
Of the hedonic constructs (trend discovery, socializing, and adventure), adventure 
was the only one found to have a positive relationship with the hedonic motivation of 
browsing products through fashion blogs.  Socializing and trend discovery were not 
found to have a positive relationship.  According to Westbrook and Black (1985), 
adventure for consumers is encountering something novel and interesting as well as 
experiencing the joy of exploration during the shopping process.  People experience a 
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sense of curiosity during their interaction with a computer (Webster et al., 1993).  This 
sense of curiosity would generate the action of adventure (To et al., 2007).  This finding 
is in accordance with To et al. (2007).  However, it is inconsistent with the results by 
Mikalef et al. (2013) who found that trend discovery and adventure impacted user 
intention to browse products.   
The hedonic construct of socializing did not promote the browsing of products by 
readers.  These results differ with previous studies performed in traditional stores where 
socialization was found to positively influence hedonic motivation (Arnold & Reynolds, 
2003).  Joerding and Meissner (1998) suggested that online shoppers prefer “not to be 
bothered” during shopping.  Wolfinbarger and Gilly (2001) emphasized that Internet 
shoppers do not have to worry about bargaining with sales people, boring their 
companions, or worrying about others around them.  It has been suggested that the online 
shopping motivation is generated by the elimination of complicated and unnecessary 
social activities (To et al., 2007).  Perhaps this hypothesis was not supported due to the 
social qualities of other social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook.  In the 
blogosphere, socializing most likely occurs with a stranger.  The series of comments left 
by readers after a blog entry is an example of socializing via blogs.  The comments would 
generally be made among strangers.  Respondents may identify socializing more closely 
with platforms in which they can communicate with friends, family, and acquaintances.  
Consideration should be given to the development of survey items that discuss socializing 
on blogs.  The results of this study leads to further questions regarding socialization on 
the blogging platform.   
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The hedonic construct of trend discovery did not promote the browsing of 
products by readers.  Trend discovery is the process of learning about new fashions, 
products, and brands (Mikalef et al., 2013).  One of the strongest motivators for Internet 
shopping is discovering new trends and fashions (Alba, Lynch, Weitz, Janiszweski, 
Sawyer, & Wood, 1997).  It could be suggested that other social media platforms 
facilitate trend discover better than blogs.  Online browsers may be seeking a more visual 
Web experience.  Visuals are becoming more prevalent across many social media 
platforms (Rivas, 2014).  Instagram, Pinterest, and Flickr are visual-oriented social media 
platforms (Nielsen, 2012).  Pinterest is growing rapidly with over 10 million unique 
visitors in December 2011 which is double the audience from October 2011 (Nielsen, 
2012).  The growth of Pinterest is led by the age group of 25 to 34 (Nielsen, 2012).  
Platforms such as Instagram, Pinterest, and Flickr may be greater sources of trend 
information than blogs which include text.  In addition, the Millennial generation may 
find images to be more interesting and easier to consume.  Consideration should be given 
to the development of survey items that discuss trend discovery.  The results of this study 
lead to further questions regarding trend discovery on social media sites.   
Utilitarian and Hedonic Motivations for Product Browsing 
Utilitarian and hedonic motivations, as proposed by Hirschman and Holbrook 
(1982), have been comprehensively applied to shopping motivation studies for brick and 
mortar stores and online retailing (Hirschman & Holbrook, 1982; To et al., 2007; 
Chandon et al. 2000).  Few studies have explored whether utilitarian and hedonic 
motivations exist in fashion blog reading.  Outcomes from the present study’s analysis 
indicate that both utilitarian and hedonic motivations have a significantly positive impact 
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on influencing user intention to browse products over such websites with the prior being 
a stronger motivator than the latter.   
These results are in accordance with Mikalef et al. (2012) and To et al. (2007).  It 
is noted repeatedly in literature that utilitarian motivations engage consumers in the 
buying process (Brown, Broderick, & Lee, 2007; To et al., 2007).  In fact, it has been 
suggested that users with a strong utilitarian motivation, will both browse and purchase 
items that they are looking for regardless of the medium from which they are presented 
(To et al., 2007).  Exploration oriented consumers are influenced by hedonic motivations, 
which if sufficiently stimulating result in unplanned purchases (Moe, 2003).  Online 
retailers typically provide websites that fulfill all functional requirements because of their 
association with purchasing; they should not neglect exploratory or hedonic items (To et 
al., 2007).  This present study empirically validates the same for blogs.  Fashion 
companies should ensure their blogs have the functional requirements as well as 
exploratory elements. 
Purchase Intention and Word of Mouth Intention 
Perhaps one of the most important results from this study is the positive 
relationship between browsing products on fashion blogs and readers’ intention to 
purchase products.  Based on the theory of planned behavior, it is theorized that 
intentions are equally as important as actual actions (Hsu et al., 2006; Pavlou & 
Fygenson, 2006).  Intentions are strong predictors of future outcomes.  The purchasing 
process is initiated when a consumer browses products, which in turn may lead to the 
purchase of a specific item.  Therefore, it is crucial to consider purchasing as a sequential 
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process of steps, in which the browsing activity precedes the purchasing activity (Tauber, 
1972).  This relationship between browsing and purchase intention has been noted in 
literature and is particularly strong when applied to online searching and purchasing 
(Shim et al., 2001). 
A second result with critical implications for retailers is the positive relationship 
between browsing products on fashion blogs and readers’ word of mouth intention.  
These results are in accordance with the study by Mikalef et al. (2013).  The sharing of 
product information is an equally important aspect of the shopping experience (Mikalef et 
al., 2013).  Several empirical studies reveal that positive word of mouth has an impact on 
new consumer attraction (Jones & Reynolds, 2006).   
Managerial Implications 
 To remain competitive in today’s retail environment, a social media presence is 
essential.  Social media can be viewed as a set of tools for retailers.  A corporate blog is 
one means in which to have a social media presence and create a customer experience.  
The results of this study validate the claim that blogs can be used for marketing purposes 
and result in increased commerce.  Useful suggestions for retailers considering a blog 
along with retailers who currently maintain a blog can be derived from the findings.  The 
results may encourage firms that have been hesitant to enter the blogosphere to do so. 
     In regards to the content of the blog, companies must place an emphasis on 
providing information and presenting a wide selection of products.  In terms of 
adventure, corporate blogs need to ensure that the readers will experience a novel and 
enjoyable process when browsing.  For the browser who is browsing for pleasure this is 
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the most important aspect.  However, based on this study, the practical components of a 
corporate fashion blog are greater facilitators of browsing than those of pleasure.  
Retailers must first consider the practicality of their blogs in terms of content. 
 Browsing products on blogs is related to purchase and word of mouth intention.  
The implication of this finding is that by attracting customers to browse products it will 
increase their intention to buy those products resulting in greater sales and profits.  Word 
of mouth intention creates new implications for managers.  Consumers can be considered 
generators of informal advertising campaigns to their circle of friends, family, and 
acquaintances.  Consumers that engage in browsing are then prone to share product 
information which potentially will attract new customers.  Word of mouth marketing is 
gaining attention due to the evolution of social media.  Positive feedback from a peer 
about a product is a strong motivator for future purchasing.   
Limitations 
There are limitations to the present study.  The first limitation is in regards to 
gender.  The majority of the respondents were female (69%).  Arnold and Reynolds 
(2003) indicated that women emphasize hedonic value more than men and possess 
stronger hedonic shopping motivations.  The majority of respondents (64%) were young 
consumers between 19 and 25 years of age.  This age group belongs to the Millennial 
generation (ages 18 to 34).  The Millennial generation is more likely than their 
counterparts, ages 35 to 64, to engage in nearly every online shopping activity according 
to DDB World Wide Communications Group (2013).  The small sample size and high 
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percentage of Millennials does not permit generalization of the results to all online 
consumers.   
There are two limitations in regards to the survey.  First, the respondents were 
required to complete a self-reporting online survey based on previous online blogging 
experience.  The respondents depended upon their memories to answer questions 
regarding time browsing products, time on social media sites, number of purchases based 
on products discussed on blogs, and average frequency of reading blogs each week.  
Therefore, there may be some inaccurate responses.  Second, the survey had eighty-two 
questions.  The length could have affected the total number of respondents who 
completed the entire survey. 
The final limitation of the present study pertains to the ever changing nature of 
fashion blogging.  Fashion blogs are increasingly becoming a part of mainstream media.  
Many large media organizations have started fashion blogs.  H. J. Rood stated that a 
growing number of bloggers are being invited to New York City’s Mercedes Benz 
Fashion week compared to previous years (personal communication, February 2, 2013).  
As part of public relations efforts, large retailers like H&M and The Gap have purchased 
advertising on fashion blogs (Dodes, 2006).  At times, a company’s fashion blog is 
indecipherable from the company’s website where products and services are actually 
sold.  This makes it difficult for readers to discern when they are in fact reading a blog.  
This lack of recognition represents a limitation in the present study. 
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Suggestions for Future Research 
The results of this study provide a new perspective on the impact blogging has on 
business to customer e-commerce.  Additional research should be performed in the 
context of this specific social media platform.  The next step is to investigate whether the 
findings from this study can be generalized to other groups of online consumers.  A larger 
and more diversified sample should be obtained for future studies.  In addition, future 
research could employ experimental research methods and conduct a study based on 
utilitarian and hedonic constructs. 
Mikalef et al. (2013) provided broad perspective of social media by taking into 
account all social media platforms.  This research explored the specific platform of 
blogging.  It would be beneficial to examine how the different types of social media can 
be leveraged for marketing purposes.  Future researchers may explore other platforms in 
solidarity much like this study.  Social media platforms of interest include but are not 
limited to Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest, and Facebook.   
There are numerous factors that constitute Internet shopping motivation.  This 
study only examined two motivations (utilitarian and hedonic).  Industry differences, 
product differences, personality, and consumer lifestyle could all influence the shopping 
motivations of consumers.  Future researchers could investigate the differences of 
shopping motivations based on different industries, products, or consumer market 
segments. 
A final area of recommended future research is electronic word of mouth.  While 
this study focused on word of mouth intentions as whole, future researchers could 
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analyze electronic word of mouth specifically.  Social media has enabled consumers to 
generate content and thus act as indirect advertisers.  Research could explore how this 
form or referral advertising affects traffic to their social media platforms and creates new 
and return customers. 
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Appendix C:  Invitation Email 
Greetings! 
 
Hello, this is Cassidy Vineyard, a graduate student in the Department of Textiles, 
Merchandising and Fashion Design at University of Nebraska-Lincoln.  I am working on 
my thesis and you have been selected to participate in an online research survey about 
fashion blogs. The title of this study is: “The Relationship Between Fashion Blogs and 
Purchase Intention and Word of Mouth Behavior.” The purpose of this study is to 
examine the relationship between reading corporate fashion blogs and a consumer’s 
intention to purchase and/or share information from the blog through word of mouth. 
Your participation in this study is instrumental to understanding the influence that 
corporate fashion blogs have on readers. The completion of the online survey will take 
approximately 10-15 minutes. 
 
In addition, please understand the following: 
 
 You must be 19 years of age or older to participate. 
 Participation within this study is completely voluntary. You can decline to 
participate or withdraw at any time without any penalty or loss. 
 All of your responses will remain confidential and will be kept in a password-
protected file for one year after the study is complete. 
 The data collected from the survey will be only used for research purposes and 
will not be disclosed for any other reasons. 
 There are no perceived benefits or risks for participants in completing this study. 
 By continuing with the survey, you consent to be a participant within this study. 
 
If you are willing to participate in this survey, please click on the following link: 
_________________________________________________________. 
If the link does not work, proceed by copying and pasting the link within the browser 
address bar. Because this is a web-based survey, you can participate in the survey when 
and where convenient for you. I really appreciate your time and consideration. 
 
If you have problems or questions, feel free to email me at cassidy.vineyard@gmail.com. 
If you would like to contact someone other than the researchers, please call the Research 
Compliance Services Office at 402-472-6929 or irb@unl.edu. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Cassidy Vineyard, Graduate Student 
Dept. of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Tel: 308-530-0234 
Email: cassidy.vineyard@gmail.com 
 
Dr. Rita C. Kean, Professor 
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Dept. of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Tel: 402-472-5473 
Email: rkean1@unl.edu 
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Appendix D:  Informed Consent Form 
20140314180 EX 
Hello,  
 
You have been selected to participate in an online research survey about fashion blogs. 
The title of this study is: “The Relationship Between Fashion Blogs and Purchase 
Intention and Word of Mouth Behavior.”  The purpose of this study is to examine the 
relationship between reading corporate fashion blogs and a consumer’s intention to 
purchase and/or share information from the blog through word of mouth. Your 
participation in this study is instrumental to understanding the influence corporate fashion 
blogs have on readers. The completion of the online survey will take approximately 10-
15 minutes. 
 
Please make sure that by continuing with the online survey, you should understand the 
following: 
 
 You must be 19 years of age or older to participate. 
 Participation within this study is completely voluntary. You can decline to participate or 
withdraw at any time without any penalty or loss. 
 All of your responses will remain confidential and will be kept in a password-protected 
file for one year after the study is complete. 
 The data collected from the survey will be only used for research purposes and will not 
be disclosed for any other reasons. 
 There are no perceived benefits or risks for participants in completing this study. 
 By continuing with the survey, you consent to be a participant within this study. 
 
Your input is greatly appreciated! Please be sure to print this page for your records. 
 
If you have any problems or questions, please email me at cassidy.vineyard@gmail.com. 
If you would like to contact with someone other than the researchers, please call the 
Research Compliance Services Office at 402-472-6929 or irb@unl.edu. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Cassidy Vineyard, Graduate Student 
Dept. of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Tel: 308-530-0234 
Email: cassidy.vineyard@gmail.com 
 
Dr. Rita C. Kean, Professor 
Dept. of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Tel: 402-472-5473 
Email: rkean1@unl.edu                                                          Continue to Online Survey>> 
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Appendix E:  Reminder Email 
Greetings! 
 
Hello, this is Cassidy Vineyard and currently I am a graduate student at the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln working on my thesis. A week ago, I emailed you the link to an online 
questionnaire seeking your response regarding your personal evaluations on fashion blogs 
you have read. Your participation in this study is instrumental to understanding the 
influence corporate fashion blogs have on readers.  The completion of the online survey 
will take approximately 10-15 minutes. If you have already completed the questionnaire 
concerning this study, please never mind this reminder message and your input is greatly 
appreciated. 
 
 
In addition, please understand the following: 
 
 You must be 19 years of age or older to participate. 
 Participation within this study is completely voluntary. You can decline to participate or 
withdraw at any time without any penalty or loss. 
 All of your responses will remain confidential and will be kept in a password-protected 
file for one year after the study is complete. 
 The data collected from the survey will be only used for research purposes and will not 
be disclosed for any other reasons. 
 There are no perceived benefits or risks for participants in completing this study. 
 By continuing with the survey, you consent to be a participant within this study. 
 
If you are willing to participate in this survey, please click on the following link: 
_________________________________________________________. 
If the link does not work, proceed by copying and pasting the link within the browser 
address bar. Because this is a web-based survey, you can participate in the survey when 
and where convenient for you. I really appreciate your time and consideration. 
 
If you have problems or questions, feel free to email me at cassidy.vineyard@gmail.com. 
If you would like to contact with someone other than the researchers, please call the 
Research Compliance Services Office at 402-472-6929 or irb@unl.edu. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Cassidy Vineyard, Graduate Student 
Dept. of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Tel: 308-530-0234 
Email: cassidy.vineyard@gmail.com 
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Dr. Rita C. Kean, Professor 
Dept. of Textiles, Merchandising, and Fashion Design 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Tel: 402-472-5473 
Email: rkean1@unl.edu 
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Appendix F:  Online Survey 
 
Q1. How comfortable are you using technology to browse products and services online? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Q2. How much time do you spend a week browsing products or services online? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Less than 1 
hour 
2-3 hours 4-5 hours 6-7 hours 8 hours or more 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Q3. How much time do you spend on social media sites (examples include but are not 
limited to blogs, Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook)? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Less than 1 
hour 
2-3 hours 4-5 hours 6-7 hours 8 hours or more 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Q4. Have you ever browsed or read an online blog? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Yes No    
     
1 1    
 If answered no, skip logic took participants to question #. 
Q5. What is your experience in purchasing products discussed on blogs in the past year? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Under 3 
purchases 
4-5 purchases 6-7 purchases 8-9 purchases Over 10 
purchases 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
 
Q6.  When did you start reading blogs? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
6 months to 1 
year ago 
1-2 years ago 3-4 years ago Over 4 years 
ago 
 
     
1 2 3 4  
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Q7.  What is your average frequency of reading blogs per week? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Under 3 times 4-5 times 6-7 times 8-9 times Over 10 times 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 [Evaluation of Convenience] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagre
e 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q8.  Browsing products on 
blogs is convenient because I 
can do it whenever I want. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q9.  I can browse products on 
blogs when it fits with my 
schedule. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q10.  It is convenient to 
browse products through 
blogs because I can do so in 
the comfort of my own space. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q11.  Blogs make acquiring 
information about a product 
easy. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q12.  Browsing products on 
blogs is NOT convenient. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q13.  It is convenient to 
browse products through 
blogs because I can do so 
without going out. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Information Availability] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q14.  Blogs provide me with 
access to large volumes of 
information about products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q15.  It is NOT easy to 
acquire information about a 
product via blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q16.  I can collect useful 
information about a product 
through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q17.  Comments written by 
other blog readers provide me 
with feedback about a product 
of interest. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q18.  I do NOT use blogs for 
finding product information. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q19.  Blogs make acquiring 
information about a product 
easy. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q20.  I use blogs to search for 
information regarding a 
product I plan to purchase in 
the future. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q2.  I search for product 
information using blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Product Selection] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q22.  Blogs help me find 
products that I was unfamiliar 
with before. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q23.  With blogs, I can 
browse a large variety of 
products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q24.  Blogs do NOT help me 
find new products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q25.  I can find a wide 
selection of products on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q26.  I CANNOT discover 
new products through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q27.  A wide selection of 
products is NOT available on 
blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q28.  I can discover new 
products through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Trend Discovery] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q29.  Blogs provide a 
platform to exchange 
information with others about 
products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q30.  Through blogs I can 
effectively share my 
experience of a newly 
purchased product with 
others. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q31.  I can discover new 
trends through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q32.  I CANNOT discover 
new trends through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q33.  Through reading blogs, 
I can keep up on new 
fashions. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q34.  Through reading blogs, 
I can discover new products. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Socializing] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q35.  I would spend time 
reading a friend’s blog. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q36.  Blogs provide a means 
to exchange product 
information with others. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q37.  I would NEVER post a 
comment on a blog. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q38.  I can engage in 
communication with other 
blog readers. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q39.  I would keep in contact 
with a friend by reading their 
blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q40.  I can interact with 
bloggers through reading their 
blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q41.  I would post a comment 
on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q42.  Blogs do NOT provide 
a means to exchange product 
information with others. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Adventure] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q43.  Browsing products 
through blogs is stimulating. 1 2 3 4 5 
Q44.  Browsing products via 
blogs is an adventure. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q45.  Reading blogs is NOT 
stimulating. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q46.  I get drawn into a world 
of my own when browsing 
products on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q47.  Reading blogs is NOT 
an adventure. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Utilitarian Motivation] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q48.  Browsing products 
through blogs is effective. 1 2 3 4 5 
Q49.  Browsing products 
through blogs is helpful. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q50.  Browsing products 
through blogs is NOT 
effective. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q51.  Browsing products 
through blogs is functional. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q52.  Browsing products 
through blogs is practical. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q53.  Browsing products 
through blogs is NOT helpful. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Hedonic Motivation] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree  
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q54.  Browsing products 
through blogs is NOT 
enjoyable. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q55.  Browsing products 
through blogs is fun. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q56.  Browsing products 
through blogs is exciting. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q57.  Browsing products 
through blogs is delightful. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q58.  Browsing products 
through blogs is enjoyable. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q59.  Browsing products 
through blogs is thrilling. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Product Browsing] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q60.  I will NOT browse 
products online via blogs in 
the future. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q61.  Blogs are a wonderful 
way to browse products 
online. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q62.  I do NOT plan to use 
blogs in the future to browse 
products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q63.  I will browse products 
online via blogs in the future. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q64.  I plan to use blogs in the 
future to browse products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q65.  Blogs are NOT a good 
way to browse products 
online. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Purchase Intention] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree  
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q65.  After some time and 
thought, I would buy one or 
more products which I have 
browsed on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q66.  I have purchased one or 
more of the products which I 
have browsed on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q67.  Some of my recent 
purchases were based on 
information which I found on 
a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q68.  I buy products I see on 
blogs through e-shops. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q69.  I buy products I see on 
blogs through shops nearby 
me. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q70.  Blogs are a good way to 
shop online. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q71.  I will continue using 
blogs to shop online in the 
future. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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 [Evaluation of Word of Mouth Intention] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Q72.  I would NOT comment 
on a blog I like or dislike on a 
social media site. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q73.  Sometimes I share with 
friends and/or family products 
that I see and like on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q74.  I would NEVER invite 
friends or family to read a 
particular blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q75.  I would comment on a 
blog I like or dislike on a 
social media site. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q76.  I would NEVER share 
with friends or family 
products that I see and/or like 
on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q77.  I have invited my 
friends and/or family to read a 
particular blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Q78.  In conversation with 
friends or family, I would talk 
about products I saw on a 
blog. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q78. What is your gender?     [Gender] 
Male Female 
1 2 
 
 
Q79. How old are you?     [Age] 
(Open text field)  
 
Q80. Where are you within your education?     [Education] 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Graduate 
Student 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
Q81. What is your ethnicity?     [Ethnicity] 
African 
American 
Caucasian 
American 
Native 
American or 
Alaskan Native 
Hispanic 
American 
Asian or 
Pacific 
Islander 
Other 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
Q82. What is your current annual income?     [Income Level] 
$10,000 
or less 
$10,001 
to 
$20,000 
$20,001 
to 
$30,000 
$30,001 
to 
$40,000 
$40,001 
to 
$50,000 
$50,001 
to 
$60,000 
$60,001 
to 
$70,000 
$70,001 
and over 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Appendix G:  Pilot Study Survey 
 
Q1. How comfortable are you using technology to browse products and services 
online? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
Very Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
     
 
Q2. How much time do you spend a week browsing products or services online each 
week? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
Less than 1 
hour 
2-3 Hours 4-5 Hours 6-7 Hours 8 Hours 
or More 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
     
 
Q3. How much time do you spend on social media sites (examples include but are 
not limited to Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook)? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
Less than 1 
hour 
2-3 Hours 4-5 Hours 6-7 Hours 8 Hours 
or More 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
     
 
Q4.  What social media platform do you prefer to use? 
Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkdIN 
Pinterest 
Google Plus+ 
Tumblr 
Instagram 
VK 
Flickr 
MySpace 
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Q5. Have you ever browsed or read an online blog? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
Yes, I have browsed or read an online 
fashion blog. 
No, I have never browsed or read an 
online fashion blog. 
1 2 
 
 
If you answered “No (2)” in Q1, skip to Q11. 
 
Q6.  Please list fashion blog(s) that you have visited or browsed products from 
during the last year. 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
(Open text Field) 
 
Q7.  What is your prior experience in purchasing products discussed in blogs in the 
past year? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
Under 3 
Purchases 
4-5 Purchases 6-7 Purchases 8-9 Purchases Over 10 
Purchases 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
     
 
Q8.  When did you first start reading blogs? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
6 Months to 1 
Year Ago 
1-2 Years Ago 2-3 Years Ago Over 3 years 
Ago 
 
     
1 2 3 4  
     
 
Q9.  What is your average frequency of reading blogs per week? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
Under 3 Times 4-5 Times 6-7 Times 8-9 Times Over 10 Times 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
     
Q10.  How often do you post on blogs per week? 
[Online Blog Reading Experience] 
     
Under 3 Times 4-5 Times 6-7 Times 8-9 Times Over 10 Times 
     
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q11. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Convenience] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Browsing products on blogs is 
convenient because I can do it 
whenever I want. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
It is convenient to browse 
products through blogs 
because I can do so in the 
comfort of my own space. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can browse products on 
blogs when it fits with my 
schedule. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
It is convenient to browse 
products through blogs 
because I can do so without 
going out. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products on blogs is 
NOT convenient. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs make acquiring 
information about a product 
easy. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q12. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Information Availability] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Blogs provide me with access 
to large volumes of 
information about products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can collect useful 
information about a product 
through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Comments written by other 
blog readers provide me with 
feedback about a product of 
interest. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs make acquiring 
information about a product 
easy. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
It is NOT easy to acquire 
information about a product 
via blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I use blogs to search for 
information regarding a 
product I plan to purchase in 
the future. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I search for product 
information using blogs. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q13. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Product Selection] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Blogs help me find products 
that I was unfamiliar with 
before. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
With blogs, I can browse a 
large variety of products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can find a wide selection of 
products on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
A wide selection of products 
is NOT available on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs do NOT help me find 
new products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can discover new products 
through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I cannot discover new 
products through blogs. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q14. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Trend Discovery] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Blogs provide a platform to 
exchange information with 
others about products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Through blogs I can 
effectively share my 
experience of a newly 
purchased product with 
others. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can discover new trends 
through blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Through reading blogs, I can 
keep up on new fashions. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Through reading blogs, I can 
discover new products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs do NOT provide a 
platform to exchange 
information with others about 
products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I CANNOT discover new 
trends through blogs. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q15. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Socializing] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Blogs provide a means to 
exchange product information 
with others. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs do NOT provide a 
means to exchange product 
information with others. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can engage in 
communication with other 
blog readers. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I would keep in contact with a 
friend by reading their blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I would spend time reading a 
friend’s blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I can interact with bloggers 
through reading their blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I CANNOT engage in 
communication with other 
blog readers. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q16. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Adventure] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Browsing products through 
blogs is stimulating. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products via blogs 
is an adventure. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I get drawn into a world of my 
own when browsing products 
on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Reading blogs is NOT an 
adventure. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is NOT to stimulating. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I feel like I am in my own 
universe when browsing 
products on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q17. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Utilitarian Motivation] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Browsing products through 
blogs is effective. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is helpful. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is functional. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is practical. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is necessary. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is NOT effective. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is NOT helpful. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q18. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Hedonic Motivation] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Browsing products through 
blogs is fun. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is exciting. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is delightful. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is enjoyable. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is thrilling. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is NOT fun. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is NOT enjoyable. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q19. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Product Browsing] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Blogs are a wonderful way to 
browse products online. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I will browse products online 
via blogs in the future. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I plan to use blogs in the 
future to browse products. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs are NOT a good way to 
browse products online. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Browsing products through 
blogs is necessary. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I will NOT browse products 
online via blogs in the future. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I do NOT plan to use blogs in 
the future to browse products. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q20. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Purchase Intention] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
After some time and thought, 
I would buy one or more 
products which I have 
browsed on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I have purchased one or more 
of the products which I have 
browsed on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Some of my recent purchases 
were based on information 
which I found on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I buy products I see on blogs 
through e-shops. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I buy products I see on blogs 
through shops nearby me. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
Blogs are a good way to shop 
online. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I will continue using blogs to 
shop online in the future. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Q21. Please indicate the following questions based on your experience with fashion 
blogs. 
[Evaluation of Word of Mouth Intention] 
Question 
Scale of Importance 
Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree 
Neither 
Agree 
Nor 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Sometimes I share with 
friends and/or family products 
that I see and like on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I have invited my friends 
and/or family to read a 
particular blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I would comment on a blog I 
like or dislike on a social 
media site. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I would never share with 
friends or family products that 
I see and/or like on blogs. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I would never invite friends or 
family to read a particular 
blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
I would NOT comment on a 
blog I like or dislike on a 
social media site. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
In conversation with friends 
or family, I would talk about 
products I saw on a blog. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
Q22. What is your gender?     [Gender] 
Male Female 
1 2 
 
 
Q23. How old are you?     [Age] 
(Open text field)  
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Q24. Where are you within your education?     [Education] 
Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
Graduate 
Student 
1 2 3 4 5 
 
 
Q25. What is your ethnicity?     [Ethnicity] 
African 
American 
Caucasian 
American 
Native 
American or 
Alaskan 
Native 
Hispanic 
American 
Asian or 
Pacific 
Islander 
Other 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
 
 
Q26. What is your current annual income?     [Income Level] 
$10,000 
or less 
$10,001 
to 
$20,000 
$20,001 
to 
$30,000 
$30,001 
to 
$40,000 
$40,001 
to 
$50,000 
$50,001 
to 
$60,000 
$60,001 
to 
$70,000 
$70,001 
and over 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
